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Newspapers Monitoring Report at a glance 
The Digital Security Act (DSA) was enacted in the year 2018 purportedly replacing the 
controversial Section 57 of the Information and Communication Technology Act, 2006 (as 
amended in 2013). This new law has however shown a more restrictive approach towards 
freedom of expression in its wordings and application than the former one. This excessive 
interference with free expression has encouraged demands from people of many walks for the 
abolishment of the DSA. Law Minister Anisul Huq has said, ‘We are thinking about 
incorporating a provision in the Digital Security Act so that no case is filed and none can be 
arrested under this law before an inquiry into the allegations is conducted’.  The Editors' 
Council has again expressed concern over the digital security law. In a statement issued, the 
council said that if the objectionable sections of the law had been amended, today's situation 
might not have arisen. The council initially welcomed the law minister's recent statement to the 
BBC to review the law. 
 
Newspaper owners urged the government to waive import duty on newsprint and cut 
corporate tax on the industry for the next fiscal year. The Ministry of Information has been 
renamed as the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.  
 
Shamsul Bari and Ruhi Naz (Chairman and RTI Coordinator respectively of Research 
Initiatives) said, ‘The deleterious impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the operations of the 
Right to Information (RTI) Act has been much discussed in the last one year. We drew attention 
to it in several of our columns. We also highlighted the positive role it played in enhancing 
public awareness about the importance of the law during a crisis period. In today's column, we 
revert to its use in normal times’. 
 
Newspapers Monitoring  
As a part of our assignment of Bangladesh Health Watch, we have monitored six newspapers; 
these are Prothom Alo, Kalerkantho, Samkal, Daily Star, New Age and Bangla Tribune.  
 
Prothom Alo, Kalerkantho, Samkal are national Bangla daily newspapers; Daily Star, New Age 
are national English daily newspapers, all five have print and online versions. There are three 
presentations of their online versions, i) real time updates ii) online daily newspaper and iii) e-
newspaper- a newspaper as printed one. Along with their bangla online version, Prothom Alo, 
Kalerkantho, Samakal have English online versions also. English daily Daily Star has bangla 
version also.  Bangla Tribune is an online newspaper, which has two presentations- real time 
updates and daily newspaper. Credibility and readerships are major concerns in selecting 
newspapers for this monitoring.       
 
Findings  
Newspaper Coverage Scenario of Health Issues 
We have identified 53 broad issues with 162 sub issues within issues related to Coronavirus and 
15 issues within other health issues category with 16 sub issues. 
 

 Frequently covered issues duing this month  are Vaccination (Status of vaccination, 
Govt won’t supply vaccine to pvt hospitals, Bangladesh to get 1.09cr vaccines for free, 
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Fund for vaccine procurement, Need initiative for easy access to vaccination) , Infection 
rate (Alarming rise in COVID-19 cases in Bangladesh, Covid deaths, infections rise 
again), Testing (Youth are more), Reasons behind increasing infection (The 
deterioration of the Corona situation in negligence, indifference), ICU (ICU at Dhaka 
Hospital Crisis in government,  business in private), Weaknesses in Health sector  
(Pandemic exposed inherent weaknesses: health minister), Experts’ Predictions 
(Coronavirus Contagion: Fears of a fresh surge growing), Education (Schools, colleges, 
madrassahs to reopen on  23  Mayand Universities to reopen on  25 May), Child 
marriages increased drastically during lockdown, Possibility of Vaccine Production in 
Bangladesh, Health Services (Bangladesh struggles to manage hospital beds as cases 
surge), Corruption (Different cases status and Actions against Civil surgeon), 
Guidelines ignored (Situation worsens as guidelines ignored) , 18 directives (Curbs 
slapped on public gathering as Bangladesh sees virus surge), New strains, Status of 
female workers returnees (50,000 female migrants returned during pandemic ), New 
poor created (amid outbreak largely from informal urban service sector, including small 
entrepreneurs and unemployed daily-rated workers), Demand for Stimulus Package and 
Give attention on extra deaths . Other health issues included as Tuberculosis, Kidney 
patients, Cost of Treatment, Unauthorised clinics and maltreatment.  
 

 The March 2021 started with review of government activities for addressing Corona 
Pandemic for last one year by all six newspapers but when infection started to rise, 
coverage of newspapers concentrated on rate of infection and number of deaths as well 
as treatement facilities. As coronavirus transmission has been rising from the second 
week of this month, the demand for ICU beds in the capital's hospitals has also 
increased.  
 

 Prothom Alo identified many lapses still prevails related to treatment of Corona 
patients, that report said, ‘Although one year has passed, the government has not been 
able to set up sample testing centres (labs) in 36 districts’. 
 

 Corona infection may increase in the country in winter, but it did not happen. Rather it 
was steadily declining. After the winter is over, the infection is on the rise again as soon 
as the heat returns. 
 

 According to Bangla Tribune report, ‘The condition of unemployed women during the 
corona period is miserable’. 
 

 Marginalized people are less likely to register for the vaccine. Need initiative for easy 
access to vaccination.    
 

 A large part of the working people was forced to return to their villages during the 
general holidays 
 

 People are not getting the desired services from tuberculosis laboratories.  
 

 At least 43,000 people died because of arsenic poisoning every year in Bangladeh  
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 Like past months, Prothom Alo run virtual discussions on different health issues, 

different health experts gave guidelines and suggestions for the audience.   
 

 Regular Periodical publish on Health Issues of Daily Star is ‘Health’, Prothom Alo has a 
similar weekly publication on health issues, ‘Pro-Shasto’. Dakatar Bari -a periodical 
publication of Samakal and Daktar Achen is a periodical publication of Kalerkantho on 
Health issues.  

 
 Virtual Discussion & Roundtable on: Joint pain, women health, World class cancer treatment 

is now in Bangladesh, Childbirth Defects: Prevention and Remedy, Women in Good Health, 
Risky pregnancy and its solution and the use of technology in women's healthcare 
 

Summary Observations 
Here are the major issues of Newspapers coverage in March 2021:  
a) Health issues related to Covid 19                                                                                                                                                 

Sudden rise of infection  
The coronavirus situation in the country has once again taken a terrible turn.  
 
One Year review of Pandemic  
The government has not been able to set up sample testing centres (labs) in 36 districts.  
 
Vaccination Management  
Bangladesh is one of the few countries in the world to get vaccinated.  

Health Services  
The country is going to be in big danger in the coming days if the health rules are not 
followed to prevent the transmission of the coronavirus. 

Weakness in Health Sector  
There have been inherent weaknesses in the healthcare facilities for a long time. That's 
why some crises arose at the initial stages.  

 
Education  
Schools, colleges, and madrassahs across Bangladesh will reopen after the Eid-ul-Fitr 
vacations on 23 May  while universities will resume normal activities on 25 May. \ 
 
People’s perceptions                                                                                       
Perception of  general people as Van driver Khaled Hossain said, "Corona don't catch 
the poor like us, it will catch the disease of the rich. ' 

 
Business  
The impact of the coronavirus on the country has reduced the rate of loan disbursement. 
Last year's losses have not yet been overcome. Airlines in Corona have suffered losses. 
the country's transport sector was closed for 66 days during the Corona.  
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Garment Industry  
Thee industrial bodies  want an additional loan incentive of Tk 5,000 crore to pay Eid 
bonuses and salaries and allowances to the workers for the next two Eids 

Decreased income  
.Many people have lost their jobs. No sign of recovery of micro and small-scale 
enterprises is discernible even almost one year  

b) Other Health issues  
 Kidney patients 

 The Corona epidemic has complicated the situation in kidney patients. 
                                                                                                   

 Cost of Treatment  
More money is being spent on the treatment of muscle and bone diseases. 

 
 Tuberculosis    

Corona epidemic is increasing risk to control Tuberculosis.   
                                                                                               

 Arsenic Contamination 
There is no exact data on how many persons get infected with arsenicosis or die.  

 
 Virtual Discussion  

Prothom Alo has been conducting different virtual discussions health issues in 
participation of expert/s in relevant field/s  
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Introduction: Media Reality in Bangladesh 
 
Media reality in Bangladesh 
All that is wrong with the Digital Security Act 
The Digital Security Act (DSA) was enacted in the year 2018 purportedly replacing the 
controversial Section 57 of the Information and Communication Technology Act, 2006 (as 
amended in 2013). This new law has however shown a more restrictive approach towards 
freedom of expression in its wordings and application than the former one. This excessive 
interference with free expression has encouraged demands from people of many walks for the 
abolishment of the DSA. In response, the risk of unsupervised/unprotected use of cyberspace 
has often been presented as a justification for the legislation. In this backdrop, it is important to 
identify what is wrong with the Act, if any.  
 
Freedom of expression is essential for institutionalising a culture of democracy. It protects even 
offensive expressions from the unjustified control of the government, and creates a free 
marketplace of ideas. The DSA indiscriminately places the essential cyber security provisions 
such as digital fraud or hacking with provisions that lack justification to disproportionately 
limit free expression. A substantial revision is needed to make the law compatible with the 
standards in place.  
https://www.thedailystar.net/law-our-rights/news/all-wrong-the-digital-security-act-2057321 
 

Digital Security Act: Govt to ensure no arrest before probe 
Says law minister 
Law Minister Anisul Huq has said, ‘The government is taking measures to ensure that no one is 
arrested or sued under the Digital Security Act (DSA) before investigation. We are thinking 
about incorporating a provision in the Digital Security Act so that no case is filed and none can 
be arrested under this law before an inquiry into the allegations is conducted,"  
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/digital-security-act-govt-ensure-no-arrest-probe-says-law-minister-2053845 

স াদক পিরষেদর িববিৃত 
িডিজটাল িনরাপ া আইন িনেয় আবারও উে গ, পযােলাচনার দািব 
The Editors' Council has again expressed concern over the digital security law. In a statement 
issued, the council said that if the objectionable sections of the law had been amended, today's 
situation might not have arisen. The council initially welcomed the law minister's recent 
statement to the BBC to review the law. At the same time, the Editors' Council has demanded 
that his statement be taken into legal effect immediately and that necessary ordinances or legal 
initiatives be taken immediately. 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%
A6%B2-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%97-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%
BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF 
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Waive import duty on newsprint, cut corporate tax 
Noab urges govt 
Newspaper owners urged the government to waive import duty on newsprint and cut 
corporate tax on the industry for the next fiscal year. The Newspaper Owners' Association of 
Bangladesh (Noab) made the call during a virtual meeting with the National Board of Revenue. 
The NBR organised the meeting to know the views and recommendations of businesses, 
professional bodies and other stakeholders concerned ahead of the formulation of tax proposals 
for fiscal year 2021-22 beginning July 1. 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/cut-newsprint-import-duty-corporate-tax-2066205 

 
Information ministry renamed as Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
The Ministry of Information has been renamed as the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 
The Cabinet Division issued a gazette notification in this regard. 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132868/information-ministry-renamed-as-ministry-of-information-and-broadcasting 

RTI: All three branches of government fall within its ambit 
Shamsul Bari and Ruhi Naz (Chairman and RTI Coordinator respectively of Research 
Initiatives) said, ‘We hope that RTI users of Bangladesh will find the examples instructive and a 
source of knowledge and inspiration for public officials from all three branches of the 
government and for the Information Commission itself. They edify the immense possibilities of 
the RTI Act to advance good governance, benefitting everybody, and the role each can play to 
achieve its goals’. 
https://www.thedailystar.net/opinion/news/rti-all-three-branches-government-fall-within-its-ambit-2060469 
 
বাংলােদেশর গণমাধ েমর ভূিমকা শংসনীয়: িব ম দারাই ামী 
Indian High Commissioner to Dhaka Vikram Doraiswamy said the role of the media in 
Bangladesh has always been commendable. Especially the media here is 'free, vibrant and 
colorful'.  
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-
khobor/article/210386324/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6
%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A3%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%
B0-%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%80%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%
AE%E0%A7%80 
 

Newspapers Monitoring 
As a part of our assignment of Bangladesh Health Watch, we have monitored six newspapers; 
these are Prothom Alo, Kalerkantho, Samkal, Daily Star, New Age and Bangla Tribune.  
 
Prothom Alo, Kalerkantho, Samkal are national Bangla daily newspapers; Daily Star, New Age 
are national English daily newspapers, all five have print and online versions. There are three 
presentations of their online versions, i) real time updates ii) online daily newspaper and iii) e-
newspaper- a newspaper as printed one. Along with their bangla online version, Prothom Alo, 
Kalerkantho, Samakal have English online versions also. English daily Daily Star has bangla 
version also.  Bangla Tribune is an online newspaper, which has two presentations- real time 
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updates and daily newspaper. Credibility and readerships are major concerns in selecting 
newspapers for this monitoring.       
 
Methodology  

 We read each report, feature, editorial, post editorial and article, interview and expert’s 
opinion related to health issues published during this month in stated newspapers, and 
have compiled selected write-ups in a daily basis. Each news organization is active to 
update their portal real time basis. So, we monitor those updates also but our focus was 
on daily printed version only for this study.   
 

 We have divided all published health related items in six newspapers into two 
categories- issues related to Coronavirus and other health issues. We have indentified 
broad issue/s or message/s of each published item and have developed issue based 
storage of those published items. Later we identified sub issues of those board issues. 
Compilation of the 6 newspapers are available here as per board issues with sub issues.  

 
 Later we have developed overall newspaper coverage scenario on health issues for 

March 2021 on the basis of selected items which has representative value of that 
category. Links of published items are available here also, so anyone can get detail of 
that published item as ready reference during reading this report. So, it is now a 
monitoring report for disclosing issues for further work side by side a comprehensive 
publication on Health issues for March 2021.  

 
Findings 

Newspaper Coverage Scenario of Health Issues 
A Year of Pandemic 

DAILY STAR  
A Year of Pandemic: Country on recovery trail 
One year on, Bangladesh is well and  
truly on the recovery trail from  
the deep impacts the coronavirus 
 pandemic has inflicted on life  
and livelihood. With the vaccination  
campaign gathering pace, the fear of  
the invisible killer has subsided greatly, 
 the lockdown has been lifted, economic  
activities have returned almost to the  
pre-pandemic level and health emergency  
alerts have been lowered. The government  
is all set to open educational institutions  
at the end of this month. As the country 
 puts all the efforts and energy in the 
 fight against the pandemic, it appears  
focused on returning to the pre-pandemic  
way of life, notwithstanding the fact 
 that there are a lot of lessons to learn  
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from the pandemic. The coronavirus has  
been a part of our lives since 
 it was first detected in the country on  8 March last year -- more than three months after it hit 
the Chinese city of Wuhan. 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/year-pandemic-country-recovery-trail-2056561 
 

PROTHOM ALO  
মহামািরর ১ বছর: সং মেণর তী তা কমেলও শ া দরূ হয়িন 
Experts fear that Corona may one day disappear from the face of the earth. Suffering for a long 
time, can also be in the form of seasonal diseases. Therefore, effective diagnosis should be 
sought in safe coexistence with it. 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF 
 
এক বছেরও কেরানা পরী ােক  হয়িন ৩৬ জলায় 
Corona test centres have not been set up in 36 districts in a year 
Although one year has passed, the government has not been able to set up sample testing 
centres (labs) in 36 districts. The government's National Technical Advisory Committee on 
Corona recommended the introduction of corona antibody tests nine months ago, but it has not 
yet begun. Although the antigen test started last December, it is very low. On an average, about 
100 antigens are being tested daily.  
 
Bangladesh is at the bottom of the test 
The lowest test is in Bangladesh. The second lowest test is in Indonesia. Corona tests are being 
performed on 41,748 people per 10 lakh in the country. Among the South Asian countries, only 
Afghanistan has lesser tests than Bangladesh. 
 
There are no RT-PCR labs in 36 districts 
Of the 118 RT-PCR test centres in the country, 71 are in Dhaka. There are RT-PCR testing 
systems in 27 districts outside Dhaka. RT-PCR centres are under 67 government management 
and 6 under private management. Out of 13 districts of Dhaka division, testing facilities is 
available in 8 districts. There are test centres in 3 out of 10 districts of Khulna division. All the 3 
test centres of Sylhet division are located in Sylhet. There are test centres in Rangpur and 
Dinajpur among 8 districts of Rangpur division. There are test centres in Barisal and Bhola 
among 6 districts of Barisal division.  
 
Antibody test was not introduced 
On June 3 last year, the National Technical Advisory Committee on Corona recommended the 
introduction of corona antibody and antigen tests. The same recommendation was made by the 
Ministry-constituted expert committee to give its opinion on the sample test extension policy. 
They said it was important to start antigen and antibody tests together to understand the 
country's infection situation. 
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The number of antigen tests is low 
Corona antigen testing started on 5 December in 10 districts of the country. After that, antigen 
testing has started in more districts and upazilas in a few steps. Now antigen tests are being 
conducted in 72 places of the country.  
 
Analyzing the data of the Department of Health, it is seen that all the centres in the country are 
testing about 100 antigens daily on an average. Concerned people say that only those patients 
who have symptoms like fever, cold, cough and sore throat are tested for antigen. As a result, 
the number of antigen tests is not increasing very much. People are also indifferent to corona 
identification tests. 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%9B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A7
%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%AC-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F 

BANGLA TRIBUNE  
কেরানা ঠকােত যা করেলা বাংলােদশ 
What Bangladesh did to stop Corona 

o On 6 March last year, the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research 
(IEDCR) reported three corona patients in Bangladesh. In just one year, the number of 
corona patients in Bangladesh has exceeded five and a half lakh. Exactly 10 days after 
the identification of the patient, the first corona-infected patient died. 

 
o So far, 8,482 people have died of coronavirus in the country. A total of five lakh three 

thousand three people have recovered from Corona in the country. 
 

o Chief Scientific Officer of the IEDCR Dr. ASM Alamgir said, ‘The Clinical Management 
Guideline and National Preparedness Plan were developed in Bangladesh in the light of 
China's experience, special clinical management and the way the treatment was being 
conducted in different countries of the world’. 

 
o Dr. Alamgir said, however, not only the government, but also cooperation from various 

sectors came first. There was a lot of participation from the common people. People first 
heard the health advice. The hospitals worked. Private hospitals start treating corona 
patients. It should also be viewed positively. 

 
o Professor Nazrul Islam said that the management of the students returning from Uhan 

in early February was good. But then immigrants from Italy started coming. That was 
not given importance. ‘There was a lack of focus at the policy-making stage. Sending 
home quarantine was the wrong decision’. 

 
o Professor Nazrul Islam also said, but the media has played an important role in dealing 

with Corona. Due to the vocal role of the media, the general public has become aware 
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and has been forced to make the right decisions at the policy-making level. That has 
filled many gaps’. 

 
o Additional Director General of the Department of Health (Administration) Professor. 

Nasima Sultana told, "If you call dedicated phone numbers, you will know how many 
beds and ICUs there are in a Corona Dedicated Hospital." Patients do not have to go 
around. 

 
o Asked how the world has lost its grip on such catastrophes or Professor Nazrul, public 

health expert Chinmoy Das said there was no lack of sincerity in Bangladesh as well. But 
there was a lot of learning in one year. That is why Bangladesh has reached a logical 
place of corona resistance - it must be admitted. The pandemic has taught us that 
Bangladesh can also work in this situation. Referring to the people of Bangladesh being 
vaccinated as evidence, he said that the campaign about vaccination has not worked. 

 
o President of the National Technical Advisory Committee on Covid-19 Professor. 

Mohammad Shahidullah said, ‘Initially, due to the management of the hospital, there 
was no direction on where the corona patients would be admitted. But when we realized 
that covid-non-covid services should be introduced in all hospitals, patients started 
getting services from then on. If the patient's pressure increases again, we will be able to 
take care of everyone. Only a few hospitals had central oxygen supply at that time. Now 
it has increased a lot. There are many more in the pipeline. When all this is done, these 
hospitals will no longer have to worry about oxygen. High flow nasal cannula is one of 
the treatments for breathing problems. If it could be started in the beginning, many 
patients would not have to go to the ICU. We know that now. Now the hospitals have 
these equipments. We can also provide services. In the future, patients with pneumonia 
or constipation may be given high-flow nasal cannula in addition to corona. 

 
o The National Technical Advisory Committee has repeatedly said that vaccination should 

not only be agreed upon, but also allocated and paid in advance. The government has 
done the job very well. Bangladesh is one of the few countries in the world to get 
vaccinated. Initially there was some complication with registration and SMS, but now 
everyone is happy.  

 
o Telemedicine was established as the most trusted place of the people during the Corona 

infection. So far, 85 lakh 98 thousand 529 people have called the government's health call 
centre 16263. One crore 46 lakh 55 thousand 560 calls have been received to the national 
333 number. Three lakh 53 thousand 642 calls have been received to IEDCR number 
10655. Two crore 36 lakh seven thousand 751 people have availed telemedicine services 
during the Corona period. 
https://www.banglatribune.com/670291/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B
6 
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A month with records related to infection and deaths 

SAMAKAL  
সং মণ গত বছেরর চেয়ও ঊ মখুী 
The infection is on the rise even more than last year 
    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The deadly coronavirus situation in the country has once again taken a terrible turn. For two 
days in a row, the number of victims was over five thousand. In the last 24 hours, another 5,042 
people have been diagnosed with coronary heart disease. The previous day this number was 
five thousand 161 people. This is the highest number of corona infections in the country since 
March 6 last year. Earlier, 4,019 patients were identified on July 2 last year. 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210391483/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A3-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A4-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%9B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%8A%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A
6%96%E0%A7%80 

নমনুা পরী া শনা  মতুৃ  সু তা সবই বেড়েছ 
দেশ কেরানার রাগতাি ক পযােলাচনা 
The Department of Health has been conducting a review of coronavirus in the country. This is 
the tenth week of this year's pathological review. Subject to the ninth week, the pathological 
review of the tenth week shows that the sample test, detection, recovery and death - all 
indicators are upward. Compared to the previous week, the sample test has increased by 14.52 
percent. In contrast, the detection rate has increased by 67.27 percent. The recovery rate has 
increased to 42.41 percent. Deaths have also increased by 49.02 percent. 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210388625/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87 
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Life of Women during Corona 
কেরানাকােল নারীর চার িবপদ 
Four dangers of women during corona 
The condition of unemployed women during the corona period is miserable. During this time, 
social problems like child marriage have spread, violence against women has not stopped and 
women's health is being neglected. 
 

 Unemplyment  
The non-governmental organisation Power and Participation Research Center (PPRC) and 
BRAC Institute of Governance and Development (BIGD) conducted a survey on socio-economic 
conditions in April last year. After that, from June 20 to July 2, the two organisations conducted 
the survey again. 6, 738 families took part in it. 
 
The study found that more than 54 percent of female domestic workers in Dhaka and other 
cities are unemployed. Only 5 percent of these women who lost their jobs have been able to find 
employment in alternative occupations. Not just domestic workers, the study said, Small 
traders, women farmers, unskilled workers, skilled workers, salaried women employees of all 
professions are on the list of losing jobs. 
 
It has been found that women lose more jobs than men in various informal sectors. For example, 
about 16 percent of male small business owners have lost their jobs. But here women have lost 
more than 35 percent of their jobs. About 20 percent of unskilled male workers have lost their 
jobs, while the loss of women is about 31 percent. 
PPRC executive chairman Hossain Zillur Rahman said that the third phase of the study is now 
underway. He said, ‘It has been seen that the work in the informal services sector has not 
started in full swing yet e.g. beauty parlor. Informal sector workers have received the least 
incentive support from the government. 
 

 Child marriage has increased 
According to a study by Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF), 13,886 child marriages took place 
in 84 upazilas of 21 districts of the country in the seven months of 2020. According to a survey 
titled 'Rapid Analysis of Child Marriage Status: Corona pandemic 2020', low-income people has 
been facing many challenges during corona. Thirty percent of participants described poverty as 
a major cause of child marriage and the inability to provide basic necessities for family 
members. Other causes of child marriage in Corona include loss of income, increase in poverty, 
existing social norms, school closures, expectation of some benefits for parents through child 
marriage, low dowry. 
 

 Torture does not stop 
World Health Organization (WHO) said, ‘Apart from increasing problems like child marriage 
and violence against women have also increased during the corona period. Bangladesh has 
recently been included in the list of countries in the world where the rate of violence against 
women is higher in the hands of husband or partner. Fifty percent of women between the ages 
of 15 and 49 in the country have been physically or sexually abused at some point in their lives.’ 
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 Women Health  
During the Corona period, the population growth rate in the country has increased beyond the 
desired level. Due to the disruption of birth control activities, about 235,000 additional children 
were born last year. The United Nations Children's Fund has also indicated an increase in the 
birth rate in the country. At this time, the menstrual health care of women also became fragile. 
Women have to bear the brunt of this for a while, according to public health experts. 
Pill is the half of all birth control measures. The other half includes injections, condoms, 
sterilization of men and women, implants, etc. According to the Department of Family 
Planning, pill and condom use dropped by about 30 percent in April-May last year. The amount 
of permanent method adoption is also greatly reduced. 
Raushan Ara Begum, former president of the Obstetric and Gynecological Society of 
Bangladesh (OGSB), said that the number of abortions during corona has also increased. The 
rate of giving birth at home has increased. All these will have an impact on women's health. 
Problems with menstrual health care also have long-term effects. However, we do not have 
enough research to say how much has been read. ' 
https://www.prothomalo.com/feature/female-
stage/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E
0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A6 

 

A. List of issues  
All published items in six newspapers have been divided into two broad categories, A) 
issues related to Coronavirus and B) other health issues. We have identified 53 broad issues 
with 162 sub issues within issues related to Coronavirus and 15 issues within other health 
issues category with 16  sub issues. Published items have compelled us to redesign the list of 
issues in this month.  

Health issues at a glance 
a. List of issues related to Coronavirus 

1. Vaccination  
Status of vaccination  
Over 31 lakh vaccinated for 
Covid-19 
8 more die, 385 infected 

No private hospital  
Govt won’t supply vaccine to 
pvt hospitals 

Good news 
Covax brings good news 
Bangladesh to get 1.09cr vaccines 
for free 

Vaccine is the hope  
ত ছড়ােনায় ি া, আশা দখাে  িটকা 

Chances of more infection  
সং মণ ঊ মুখী হওয়ার শ া 

No risk related to vaccine  
িটকা িনেয় ঝঁুিক দখেছন না িবেশষ রা 

Uncertainty  
ি তীয় ডােজর মজদু থেক থম ডাজ 

Low vaccination  
সংখ া কেমেছ কা হীতার, কম হে  িনব নও 

Fund for vaccine procurement  
কা িকনেত ৫০ কা  ডলার িদে  িব ব াংক 

Increases sample testing  
বাংলােদশ: কার িনব ন কেমেছ, বেড়েছ নমনুা 
পরী া 

Why vaccination necessary  
া : কেরানার কা কন নেবন 

 

Alternative plan for vaccine 
procurement  
কা সময়মেতা না পেল অন  পিরক না: া ম ী 

Reasons behind infection after 
vaccination  
িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 
 
 

Need door-to-door registration  
Achieving the mass inoculation 
target 
Success depends on door-to-door 
registration, bridging the rural-
urban gap 

Foreigners’ registration begins 
Covid Inoculation: Foreigners’ 
registration begins on March 17 
 

Vaccine from India  5 Stages Second dose of Vaccine  
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ভারত থেক আরও ৪ কািট ভ াকিসন আনেত 
চায় বাংলােদশ 

READER SUBMISSION 
5 Stages of Getting Vaccinated 
 

ি তীয় ডােজর িটকা সরুি ত আেছ: া  
অিধদফতর 
 

Need initiative for easy access 
to vaccination  
EDITORIAL: Get the Covid-19 
vaccine – it’s safe 
Govt. must create more 
awareness to counter 
misgivings 

Vaccine stock to get a boost 
India to give another 12 lakh 
shots as gift during Modi’s visit 
 

UN peacekeepers 
শাি র ীেদর ৩ লাখ ডাজ কা দেব চীন 
 
 

Vaccine sent back to Dhaka  
িটকা িনেত অনীহা, ফরত পাঠােনা হেলা িতন হাজার ডাজ 

2. Govt. measures  
Increases fare of Public 
Transport  
কেরানাভাইরাস: কাল থেক বাসভাড়া ৬০% 
বাড়েব 

Fares on public transport are 
going to increase by 60 percent 
across the country.  

Half railway occupancy  
কেরানাভাইরাস: েন অেধক িকট িবি র িনেদশ 
 

Proposal to Ministry  
া  অিধদ র: কেরানার সং মণেরােধ অিফস-
কারখানা ব , বােস যা ী অেধক করার াব 
 

14-day Quarantine 
কেরানাভাইরাস: িবেদশ থেক এেলই ১৪ িদেনর 
কায়ােরি ন 
 

Expert opinion  
মা  পের না বিশর ভাগ মানষু 
পিরণাম ভয়াবহ হেত পাের 

 

3. Infection rate 
Alarming rise 
Alarming rise in COVID-19 
cases in Bangladesh 
 

Higher infection  
৩১ জলায় কেরানার উ  সং মণ 
 

Infection rate in Chatrogram  
Covid infection rate still 5pc in 
Ctg 
Residents’ reluctance in following 
health rules to blame; daily rate is 
3pc or less nationwide, say health 
officials 

Increasing infection and 
deaths 
Covid deaths, infections rise 
again 
 

Health guidelines must be 
strictly enforced  
EDITORIAL: Number of new 
coronavirus cases rising 
Health guidelines must be 
strictly enforced without 
complacency 

Vicious virus  
The vicious virus is still at work 
 
 

9-month high 
New Covid-19 cases jump to 9-
month high 
3,554 cases detected in 24 hours 
 

Slow response 
Infections gallop amid slow 
response 
Experts yet again urge govt to 
act fast 

Jump 85pc in a week  
Covid cases jump 85pc in a 
week, deaths 42pc 
 

worrisome 
EDITORIAL: Sharp rise in Covid-
19 infections worrisome 
Govt must respond in a manner 
befitting the gravity of the crisis 

EDITORIAL 
Sharp rise in Covid-19 cases 
Urgent measures needed to curb 
the wave 
 

Infection in Bangladeshi sailors  
জাপােন ৯ বাংলােদিশ নািবেকর কেরানা শনা  
 

Infected Metro rail employees  
মে ােরল কে  এখন পয  ৩৪৩ জন কেরানায় 
আ া  

Infection after vaccination  
ভরব: কা নওয়ার পর ১২ জেনর কেরানা 
শনা , একজেনর মতুৃ  

 

4. Testing  
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Youth are more  
নমুনা পরী া বাড়েছ, লাইেন ত ণরাই বিশ 
 

Anti body test  
বসরকািরভােব অ াি বিড টে র অনেুমাদন িদেত 

পদে প হেণর িনেদশ 

Experts on Antibody Test  
COVID-19 antibody test must 
for serosurveillance studies 

5. Reasons behind increasing infection  
Reasons  
কেরানা বাড়েছ কন? 
 

Three reasons  
কেরানাভাইরাস: কেরানার সং মণ িতন কারেণ 
ঊ মখুী 

Violation of health rules  
বাংলােদশ: অবেহলা, উদাসীনতায় কেরানা 
পিরি িতর অবনিত 

6. Pandemic Response 
Pandemic Response: Hasina among 3 phenomenal PMs 
Says Commonwealth secretary general 

7. ICU 
Demand rising  
ICU demand keeps rising 
Infection rate still over 10pc; 
WB gives $500m loan for 
vaccination 

Crisis and Business  
ঢাকার হাসপাতােল আইিসইউ 
সরকািরেত সংকট, াইেভেট বািণজ  
 

Status  
১০িট সরকাির হাসপাতােল মা  ৩৬িট আইিসইউ 
বড খািল 

 

8. Fire in ICU  
Fire in ICU  
3 patients die after ICU fire 
 

Fire at ICU of DMCH: It had no 
emergency evacuation system 
 

EDITORIAL: Fire at DMCH: Could 
the tragedy have been avoided? 
Hospitals must stringently take all 
fire safety precautions 

EDITORIAL: Deaths in DMCH ICU fire 
Expose abject lack of preparedness and training 

9. Weaknesses in Health sector  
Pandemic exposed inherent weaknesses: health minister 
Claims govt was quick to react 

10. Experts’ Predictions  
Covid-19 cases may rise in 
summer, experts predict 
 

Fears of a fresh surge 
Coronavirus Contagion: Fears of 
a fresh surge growing 
 

Containing Fresh Covid Surge: 
Govt to ramp up measures 
Enforce health safety guidelines 
strictly, introduce mobile court 
against violators 

11. Education  
Schools will reopen 
EDITORIAL: Schools will reopen at 
last! 
Health guidelines must be enforced 
and facilitated 

Students of class VI to IX 
পরী া: মাধ িমেক আবার অ াসাইনেম  কায ম শরুু, 
পরী া-বািড়র কাজ নয় 
 
 

Compensation for 
universities  
হল খালার িতেত িব িবদ ালয়গেুলা পােব 
৫০ কা  টাকা 
 
 

Health Directorate  
িশ া িত ান–পরী া ব  রাখার পে  া  
অিধদ র 
 

Demand for separate apps  
কার জন  িনব ন: িশ াথ েদর জন  আলাদা অ াপ 

চায় ইউিজিস 
 

Private university students  
Private university students’ 
fate swinging like a 
pendulum 

Reopening schedule  
REOPENING EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
Schools, colleges, madrassahs 
to reopen on May 23 
Universities to reopen on May 25 

Vaccination  
১৭ ম’র মেধ  ১ লাখ ৩০ হাজার আবািসক িশ াথীেক 
িটকা দওয়া হেব 
 

Tuition fees 
িশ াথীেদর িটউশন িফ দেব সরকার, 
আেবদেনর িনেদশ 
 

12. Women  
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 
Achieving an equal future for women in a Covid-19 world 
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13. Child marriage 

Child marriages increased drastically during lockdown 
Govt must conduct national survey and take steps to stop the trend 

14. Vaccine Production in Bangladesh  
Zahid Maleque visits plant of INCEPTA Vaccines Ltd 

15. Air Pollution in Hospitals  
Air Inside Dhaka Public Hospitals: Pollutants 10 times the limit in winter 

16. Covid-19 Virus mutations 
Covid-19 Virus In Bangladesh: Researchers find 34 unique mutations 

17. Health Services  
Increase hospital beds  
Govt moves to raise number of 
hospital beds 
 

More ICU  
নতুন আ া েদর বিশরভােগরই আইিসইউ লাগেছ: 

া  মহাপিরচালক 
 

Availability of oxygen  
Only 2 oxygen cylinders at 
emergency 
Mugda struggles to deal with 
deluge of Covid patients 

Sudden patients Pressure  
ঢাকা: হাসপাতােল হঠাৎ রাগীর চাপ 
 

Asked to be ready 
Hospitals asked to be ready as 
COVID-19 infections surge 
 

Struggles to manage hospital 
beds 
Bangladesh struggles to 
manage hospital beds as 
cases surge 

Response delayed, and it lacks clarity 
Experts say about govt’s 18-point directive on containing Covid surge 

18. Government officials’ foreign tours 
Government officials’ foreign tours have little impact 
Allocations for FY20, FY21 over Tk 8,000cr 

 
19. Government Initiatives  

Bangladesh faces COVID-19 successfully through joint efforts: PM 
20. Corruption  

Bail denied 
JKG’s Sabrina denied bail in 
COVID-19 certificate forgery case 

DGHS driver 
DGHS driver charged with 
possession of illegal arms 

ACC investigation  
াে র কমকতার িবপুল স দ, অনসু ােন 
দক 

Actions against Civil surgeon  
পটুয়াখালীর সােবক িসিভল সাজেনর িব ে  ফতাির 
পেরায়ানা 

Fake mask  
নকল মা  সরবরাহ: শারিমন জাহােনর িব ে  

িতেবদন পছােলা 

 

21. Guidelines ignored 
Guidelines ignored 
Situation worsens as guidelines 
ignored 
 

Book Fair 
Amar Ekushey Book Fair 
Visitors ignoring health 
safety guidelines 

Largely ignored 
Govt health instructions 
largely ignored 
 

Mask use  
PM again orders mandatory mask use 

  

22. Post COVID-19 life 
Personal Consumption Index 

23. Islamic Foundation guidelines  
Islamic Foundation says COVID vaccination will not effect fasting 

24. Hajj pilgrims 
COVID-19 vaccination mandatory for Hajj pilgrims 

25. Restrictions  
No Lockdown Full lockdown Public access 
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No lockdown right now 
Govt asks health dept to reopen Covid-
dedicated hospitals, beef up screening 

DGHS wants full lockdown 
Recommends govt not open 
schools, hold public exams 

Public access to city parks, 
playgrounds remain restricted 
for years 

Restrictions in Chattogram  
Chattogram district admin put 
restrictions on social gatherings 

Partial Lock Down  
Bangladesh health ministry for 
partial lockdown in areas 

18 directives 
Curbs slapped on public 
gathering as Bangladesh sees 
virus surge 

26. Quarantine 
Violation  
UK returnees fined for fleeing quarantine in Sylhet 

Institutional quarantine 
হােটেল িফেরেছন কায়ােরি ন থেক উধাও ৯ বাসী 

27. Children  
Children have stronger antibody response to COVID-19: study 

28. Diabetic Patients  
ভােলা থা ন: ডায়ােব স রাগীেদর কেরানার কা 

29. Tuberculosis 
কেরানার ভাব: শনা  হয়িন ৭৭ হাজার য ােরাগী 

30. New strains 
দেশ একািধক ব ি র শরীের কেরানার নতুন 

ইন 
যু রােজ র কেরানার নতুন ইন দেশ ছড়ােনার 
নিজর নই 

দি ণ আি কার কেরানার ধরন বাংলােদেশ 
 

Covid-19 variant 
EDITORIAL: Should we worry 
about the new Covid-19 variant? 
Prevention is everyone’s 
responsibility 

UK variant is here since January 
 

 

31. Covid Pandemic duration  
Covid Pandemic Two more years to know when it’ll be over 
Says Bangladeshi director at AstraZeneca 

32. Covid Drugs  
Remdesivir proves pharma strength 

33. Side effects of vaccines  
িটকা িনেয়েছন ৩২ লাখ, পা িতি য়া ৭৫৪ জেনর No chance of infection after vaccination  

িটকা নওয়ার কারেণ কেরানায় আ া  হওয়ার স াবনা নই: া  
অিধদফতর 

34. Mortality status  
কেরানার সে  অন  রােগ আ া েদর মৃতু  বিশ 

35. People’s perceptions  
‘কেরানা গিরবেদর ধরেব না, ওটা বড়েলােকর অসখু’ 

36. Actions against violation 
Mobile court  
কেরানা িনয় েণ াম মাণ আদালত পিরচালনার 
িনেদশ া ম ীর 

Campaign for wearing mask  
মা  পরােত আবারও শাসেনর অিভযান  

Penalty   
া িবিধ না মানায় স মািটনগামী পযটকবাহী 

জাহােজ জিরমানা 
Law and order Agency  

া িবিধ না মানেল কেরানাও মা করেব না: 
আইিজিপ 

Enforcement the health rules 
১০০ িদেন সেবা  শনা , অিভযােন মাকােবলার 
িচ া 

 

37. Dedicated hospitals  
৫ হাসপাতালেক িতর িনেদশ, কেরানা ডিডেকেটড হেলা বান ইনি িটউট 

38. Health Services in Prison  
৬৮ কারাগাের ডা ার ৭ 
তদ  িতেবদন জমা,  ‘মুশতােকর মৃতু  াভািবক’ 

39. Vaccination in Prisons  
বি েদর িটকা দওয়ার উেদ াগ কারা শাসেনর 
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40. Diarrhea patients  
জয়পুরহাট: ডায়িরয়া রাগীর সংখ া বাড়েছ 

41. Observations  
দেশ কেরানা সং মণ 

কী কারেণ শীেত কম গরেম বিশ পযেব েণর তািগদ 
42. What we have to do 

কিভেডর সা িতক উে া যা ায় আমােদর করণীয় 
43. Guidelines for older or complex patients  

সা াৎকার 
কেরানা হেল বয়  বা জিটল রাগীেদর হাসপাতাল লাগেব 

44. Genome of coronavirus 
গেবষণায় তথ  
দেশ কেরানার ৩৪ ধরন 
সবেচেয় বিশ ঢাকা চ াম চাদঁপুের 

45. Counterfeit products  
ব  হে  না কেরানার নকল সরু া সাম ীর কারবার 
অিভযান-মামলার পরও তারা বপেরায়া 

46. Migrant workers  
More remittance from female workers  

বােস ১০ লাখ নারী কমী 
দশায়ও টাকা পাঠান তারঁা 

 

Status of female workers returnees  
50,000 female migrants returned during pandemic 
Says Brac data 
 

47. Wage earners 
Income Losses  
34pc wage earners yet to get back to pre-COVID 
income: survey 
 

Decrease wages  
সােনেমর জিরপ: কেরানায় আয় কেমেছ ৬২% িমেকর 
মূলত ২০২০ সােলর মাচ-িডেস র সমেয় মবাজাের কী ভাব পড়ল, তা িনরূপেণ এই 
জিরপ করা হেয়েছ। 

People living below the line 
Pandemic pushed them below the line 
New poor created amid outbreak largely from informal 
urban service sector, including small entrepreneurs 
and unemployed daily-rated workers 

EDITORIAL: The pandemic’s new poor 
Govt recovery plans must make them a priority 
 
 

48. Business 
   
Industrial loan disbursement 
কেরানার বছের িশ ঋণ কেমেছ ১৫ শতাংশ 
 

Profit of Grameen Bank  
কেরানার বছেরও ভােলা মনুাফা ামীণ ব াংেকর 
 

Seek VAT cuts 
Pre-Budget Discussion 
Service sectors seek VAT cuts to 
recover COVID losses 

Efforts for recovery  
লাকসান কািটেয় ঘেুর দাড়ঁােনার চ া 

 

Airlines business  
কেরানায় িতর মেুখ পেড়েছ এয়ারলাইনস ব বসা 
 

Dhaka stock market  
Dhaka stocks plunge on fresh 
COVID shutdown fears 

Loss of transport sector  
কেরানার ৬৬ িদেন কমন িত হেলা পিরবহেন? 
 

Online VAT submission  
কেরানাকােল ৭০ শতাংশ ব বসায়ী অনলাইেন ভ াট 
িদেয়েছন 

Hurting exports 
Pandemic keeps hurting exports 
Shipment slips 4pc in February 

VAT exemption  
ভ াট অব াহিত পেলা কেরানার িটকা 
 

49. Garments Industry  
Female work force  
Ratio of female RMG workers falls to 59pc: survey 

Stimulus Package  
আরও ৫ হাজার কািট টাকার েণাদনা চান গােম স মািলকরা 
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50. Economy  
Annual Development Programme 
FY 21 ADP slashed by Tk 7,501 cr 
 

Loss of economy  
গত অথবছর িনেয় অথ ম ণালেয়র িতেবদন 
কেরানায় অথনীিতর িত ৮৫ হাজার কািট টাকা 

51. Fast-Track Projects 
Covid Fallout on Fast-Track Projects: Some coping better than others 
ADP allocation for 3 projects increase while three others see cuts 

52. Prime Minister  
সবার জন  ভ াকিসন িনি ত করেত হেব : ধানম ী 

53. What we need to do  
Give attention on extra deaths  
কেরানাকােল বাড়িত মতুৃ র িহসাব িনেয় ভাবনু 
 

Vaccine war  
Vaccines, access and intellectual 
property wars 
 

No side effects  
এ স ােহর সা াৎকার 
অ া ােজেনকা িটকার পা িতি য়া নই বলেলই 
চেল 

Follow health safety rules  
িবেশষ সা াৎকার: সমীর মার সাহা 
দইু কার মাঝখােনর সমেয় সাবধান থাকেত হেব 

Need more cares  
সং মেণর ঊ গিত, সতকতাও বাড়কূ 
 

More infection, more deaths  
িবেশষ সা াৎকার: মশুতাক হােসন 
সং মণ বেড় যাওয়া মােন মতুৃ  বেড় যাওয়া 

New fear, new variant  
মতামত: নতুন আত  কেরানাভাইরােসর নতুন 
ধরন 

Need all out efforts  
মতামত: এখনই সবা ক উেদ াগ না িনেল ভয়াবহ 
অব া হেব 

Fate of schools and Colleges  
মতামত: কেরানা তা যাে  না, ু ল-কেলজ িক 
ব ই থাকেব 

Reasons behind corona infection after vaccination  
িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 

 
b. Other Health Issues  
Community Vision Centres 
মানষু িচিকৎসা পােব না, তা হেত পাের না : ধানম ী 
 

Unauthorised clinics  
নড়াইেল অৈবধ ি িনেকর ছড়াছিড় 

সিূতর মতুৃ  ফাদঁ 

Malpractice  
হাসপাতােলর রিজ াের লখা জীিবত, 
অ া েুলে  পাওয়া গেলা মতৃ 

Leaking questions 
মিডক ােলর ফাসঁ কের িবপুল স ি , মািনল ািরং 

মামলায় ফতার 
 

Kidney patients 
আজ িব  িকডিন িদবস 
কেরানায় বেড়েছ িকডিন রাগীেদর জীবেনর 
ঝঁুিক 

Kidney problem 
গণ া  কে  িকডিন িত াপন দড় লাখ 
টাকায় : ডা. জাফরু াহ চৗধরুী 
 

Sex and Reproductive Health Education  
‘ যৗন ও জনন া  িশ া চাল ুহেব সব িশ া িত ােন’ 

Wrong treatment  
ভুল িচিকৎসায় গহৃবধরূ মতুৃ র অিভেযাগ: ই 
িচিকৎসেকর িব ে  মামলা 

Maltreatment 
অপিচিকৎসায় প  ুহে  রাগী 
 

Tuberculosis 
আজ িব  য া িদবস: য া িনয় েণ পুেরােনা সমস া 
থেকই যাে  
য া পুেরােনা ব ািধ। িনয় ণ কমসূিচর পুেরােনা সমস া দরূ হে  
না। কেরানা মহামাির ঝঁুিক নতুন কের বাড়াে । 
 

Legal proceedings  
সিূতর মতুৃ : জাফ াহসহ ৫ জেনর িব ে  
িতেবদন ২০ এি ল 

 
 

Cost of Treatment  
সরকােরর তথ : পিশ-হােড়র িচিকৎসায় বছের 
ব য় ৫ হাজার কা  টাকা 

জাতীয় পযােয় রাগিভি ক িচিকৎসা খরচ কাশ 
কেরেছ া  িবভাগ। এই তথ  পিরক না ণয়েন 
সহায়ক হেব। 

Suicide status  
14,436 commit suicide in country 
amid COVID-19 

Lack of capacity  
িব ব াংেকর িতেবদন 
েয়াজনীয় পুি র অভােব দেশর ৪৬% পিরবার 

Patient care technologists 
পেশ  কয়ার টকেনালিজ েদর 

নােসর িনব ন না দওয়ার দািব 
                                                                                           

Arsenic Contamination in 
Water: No proper study done in 
years 
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Health issues with brief description 
a. List of issues related to Coronavirus                                                                                     

1. Vaccination  
i. Status of vaccination                                                                                    Annex: 1(i) 

Over 31 lakh vaccinated for Covid-19 
8 more die, 385 infected 
The number of people vaccinated crossed 30 lakh mark as the countrywide inoculation 
campaign entered 18th day. The countrywide mass inoculation campaign started on February 7. 
 

ii. No private hospital                                                                                     Annex: 1(ii) 
Govt won’t supply vaccine to pvt hospitals 
Prof ABM Khurshid Alam, director general of the Directorate General of Health Services said, 
‘The government will not provide Covid-19 vaccines for the private healthcare sector,’ 
yesterday. If any private healthcare organisation wants to import vaccines, the government will 
allow it. 
 

iii. Good news                                                                                                  Annex: 1(iii) 
Covax brings good news 
Bangladesh to get 1.09cr vaccines for free 
Bangladesh will get 1.09 crore doses of the Oxford vaccine for free under the Covax facility by 
May. These are part of the 6.8 crore doses the country will receive from the Covax. Officials 
hope that all of these will eventually be free. Officials said the vials would arrive in several 
phases between March and May. Health officials on November 25 last year said the government 
would be paying between $1.62 and $2 for each dose. 
 

iv. Vaccine is the hope                                                                                    Annex: 1(iv) 
ত ছড়ােনায় ি া, আশা দখাে  িটকা 

The second wave of coronavirus went up and started coming down again. In this case, experts 
in those countries say, the first wave rose slowly and then slowly descended, but the second 
wave increase quickly and decrease again quickly. The second wave is thought to have had a 
positive effect on the vaccine, mainly due to its rapid decline. 
 

v. Chances of more infection                                                                         Annex: 1(v) 
সং মণ ঊ মখুী হওয়ার শ া 
Experts have expressed the fear that the corona infection will go up again in the country in a 
few days. As a result, the government has been advised to be more vigilant in this regard, 
starting from the common people. At the same time, it has been urged to increase the research 
on the dynamics of corona infection. These issues came up in a seminar titled 'Bangladesh in a 
Year of Corona: Success and Challenges'.  
 

vi. No risk related to vaccine                                                                         Annex: 1(vi) 
িটকা িনেয় ঝুিঁক দখেছন না িবেশষ রা 
IEDCR Director Dr. Tahmina Shirin siad, We have started a survey of 6,000 people who have 
been vaccinated". Their blood samples will be tested to monitor antibody levels. In addition, 
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those who have side effects are already being worked on. After analyzing the results of these 
reviews, the next step will be decided according to the picture that can be found. 

 
vii. Uncertainty                                                                                               Annex: 1(vii) 

ি তীয় ডােজর মজদু থেক থম ডাজ 
The trial, import or production of coronavirus vaccines in the country has been stalled for a long 
time. Vaccines from the Seram Institute of India through Beximco have been stopped for about 
a month and a half, and it is not clear when the vaccines will come from Covax.  

 
viii. Low vaccination                                                                                 Annex: 1(viii) 

সংখ া কেমেছ কা হীতার, কম হে  িনব নও 
Registration for vaccination is also declining. Civil surgeons and health department officials in 
six districts say there are still some negative perceptions among people about corona 
vaccination. Many of those who were interested in vaccination have already registered and 
been vaccinated. Marginalized people are less likely to register for the vaccine. 
 

ix. Fund for vaccine procurement                                                                Annex : 1(ix) 
কা িকনেত ৫০ কা  ডলার িদে  িব ব াংক 

The World Bank is lending 500 million or Tk 4,250 crore to help Bangladesh vaccinate 54 million 
people against the coronavirus. The World Bank headquarters approved the loan.  
 

x. Increases sample testing                                                                             Annex: 1(x) 
বাংলােদশ: কার িনব ন কেমেছ, বেড়েছ নমনুা পরী া 
The daily number of vaccinators has also come down considerably. However, corona infections 
have increased in the country over the past three weeks. That is why the crowd of people in the 
sample testing centers of different districts of the country including Dhaka is increasing. 

 
xi. Why vaccination necessary                                                                       Annex: 1(xi) 

া : কেরানার কা কন নেবন 
According to experts, it is possible to achieve hard immunity if 70 percent of the population is 
covered by the vaccination program. And if it is achieved, the new coronavirus will not be 
destroyed by nature, but it will not cause severe disease or death in humans. This is the main 
purpose of the worldwide vaccination program. 
 

xii. Alternative plan for vaccine procurement                                           Annex: 1(xii) 
কা সময়মেতা না পেল অন  পিরক না: া ম ী 

Health Minister Zahid Maleque has said that he will take another plan if he does not get the 
vaccine of Covid-19 in time from the Seram Institute of India. 

 
xiii. Reasons behind infection after vaccination                                 Annex: 1(xiii) 

িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 
Recently, in our country and in different countries of the world, including Europe and America, 
it has been seen that even after taking corona vaccine, a number of people are getting infected 
with corona.Why are some people not getting vaccinated? This question is relevant and 
demands special investigation. 
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xiv. Need door-to-door registration                                                       Annex: 1(xiv) 
Achieving the mass inoculation target 
Success depends on door-to-door registration, bridging the rural-urban gap 
The digital centres, set up by the Local Government Division in every union, should assist 
people in rural areas in registering for inoculation. Moreover, more vaccination centres should 
be set up in remote areas and online registration support should be taken to people's doorsteps, 
as suggested by health experts. Last but not the least, the authorities must address the huge 
gender gap that exists in the mass inoculation campaign to make the programme a success. 
 

xv. Foreigners’ registration begins                                                               Annex: 1(xv) 
Covid Inoculation: Foreigners’ registration begins on March 17 
Foreigners in Bangladesh can start registration for Covid-19 vaccination from 17 March, the 
birthday of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, as the government planned inoculation of 
all eligible people.  
 

xvi. Vaccine from India                                                                            Annex: 1(xvi) 
ভারত থেক আরও ৪ কািট ভ াকিসন আনেত চায় বাংলােদশ 
Bangladesh wants to buy another 40 million doses of Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine from the 
Serum Institute of India.  
 

xvii. 5 Stages                                                                                               Annex: 1(xvii) 
READER SUBMISSION 

5 Stages of Getting Vaccinated 
The current efforts of nationwide vaccination against Covid-19 is the entire buzz. Many people 
are getting vaccinated and expressing relief. So it got me thinking how these people with so 
many diverse opinions are deciding to get vaccinated. The result? This article, which follows a 
fictional character through five stages of his vaccination journey: Denial, Scepticism, "Omuk" 
took the vaccine, It actually is easy and The vaccine selfie.  
 

xviii. Second dose of Vaccine                                                                  Annex: 1(xviii) 
ি তীয় ডােজর িটকা সরুি ত আেছ: া  অিধদফতর 
For those who have taken the first dose of corona vaccine in the country, the second dose of 
vaccine is safe, said Prof. Dr. Mirzadi Sebrina Flora, Additional Director General of the 
Department of Health and Chair of the Vaccine Deployment Committee.  
 
 

xix. Need initiative for easy access to vaccination                              Annex: 1(xix) 
EDITORIAL: Get the Covid-19 vaccine – it’s safe 
Govt. must create more awareness to counter misgivings 
We believe the authorities need to act quickly to dispel misgivings regarding Covid-19 and its 
vaccine, and that there should also be extensive campaigning to make people more aware about 
the vaccine's many benefits (which far outweigh its risks and side-effects, according to the 
EMA). Additionally, the registration process should be made far simpler than what it is now, so 
that those in rural and remote areas are also able to be inoculated. At the end of the day, the 
goal should be to get most of the population vaccinated against this deadly infection as quickly 
as possible. 
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xx. Vaccine stock to get a boost                                                                      Annex:1(xx) 
India to give another 12 lakh shots as gift during Modi’s visit 
The country's stock of Covid-19 vaccine today is getting an additional 12 lakh Oxford-
AstraZeneca shots given by the Indian government as a gift. 
 

xxi. UN peacekeepers                                                                                Annex: 1(xxi) 
শাি র ীেদর ৩ লাখ ডাজ কা দেব চীন 
China will vaccinate UN peacekeepers with 300,000 doses of coronavirus. This vaccine will be 
given as a grant.  
 

xxii. Vaccine sent back to Dhaka                                                            Annex: 1(xxii) 
িটকা িনেত অনীহা, ফরত পাঠােনা হেলা িতন হাজার ডাজ 
In Barguna, the southernmost coastal district of the country, reluctance to get corona vaccine 
has been seen among people of different classes and professions. Three thousand 100 doses of 
vaccine have been sent back from three upazilas of the district for fear of expiration.  
 

2. Govt. measures  
i. Increases fare of Public Transport                                                            Annex: 2(i) 

কেরানাভাইরাস: কাল থেক বাসভাড়া ৬০% বাড়েব 
Fares on public transport are going to increase by 60 percent across the country.  

 
ii. Half railway occupancy                                                                             Annex: 2(ii) 

কেরানাভাইরাস: েন অেধক িকট িবি র িনেদশ 
As a precautionary measure against the spread of coronavirus, the railway authorities have 
ordered the sale of 50 percent of the total seats on all types of passenger trains. The order will 
remain in force until further notice. 
 

iii. Proposal to Ministry                                                                                 Annex: 2(iii) 
া  অিধদ র: কেরানার সং মণেরােধ অিফস-কারখানা ব , বােস যা ী অেধক করার াব 

The Department of Health has sent a number of other proposals to the Ministry of Health, 
including closure of all offices and factories except emergency services, observance of hygiene 
rules at places of worship, ban on public gatherings, half-capacity passenger transport on public 
transport and closure of shopping malls. 
 

iv. 14-day Quarantine                                                                                     Annex: 2(iv) 
কেরানাভাইরাস: িবেদশ থেক এেলই ১৪ িদেনর কায়ােরি ন 
The government issued a notification on Monday with 18-point instructions in view of the 
resurgence of the infection. The circular, signed by Chief Secretary to the Prime Minister Ahmed 
Kaikaus, said passengers must be on mandatory 14-day quarantine when arriving from abroad. 
Under previous guidelines, only those returning from the UK had to undergo a 14-day 
mandatory quarantine. 

v. Expert opinon                                                                                               Annex: 2(v) 
মা  পের না বিশর ভাগ মানষু 
পিরণাম ভয়াবহ হেত পাের 
Physicians and experts are emphasizing the importance of adhering to emergency hygiene 
rules, including wearing masks. According to them, those who have been vaccinated and those 
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who have not should wear masks. Apart from this, other hygiene rules including frequent hand 
washing, maintaining a distance of at least one meter should also be strictly followed. 
 

3. Infection rate 
i. Alarming rise                                                                                                Annex: 3(i) 

Alarming rise in COVID-19 cases in Bangladesh 
The COVID-19 situation has turned alarming as the numbers of cases and deaths and the test 
positivity rate are rising at a fast pace.  

 

 
ii. Higher infection                                                                                         Annex: 3(ii) 

৩১ জলায় কেরানার উ  সং মণ 
Coronavirus infection has been reported in 31 districts of the country, including the capital 
Dhaka. This was stated in a notification sent from the Department of Health on 31 March. 
Highly infected districts--Moulvibazar, Munshiganj, Chattrogram, Dhaka, Sylhet, Narsingdi, 
Khulna, Narayanganj, Rajbari, Feni, Noakhali, Chandpur, Shariatpur, Laxmipur, Comilla, 
Barisal, Rajshahi, Bogra, Narail, Nilphamari, Gazipur, Farid. , Naogaon, Rangpur, Kishoreganj, 
Natore, Tangail and Cox's Bazar. 
 

iii. Infection rate in Chatrogram                                                                   Annex: 3(iii) 
Covid infection rate still 5pc in Ctg 
Residents’ reluctance in following health rules to blame; daily rate is 3pc or less nationwide, say health 
officials 
Although the daily coronavirus infection rate is around 3 percent or less in the country, it is still 
around 5 percent in Chattogram for around a month due to people's reluctance to follow health 
rules, according to health officials. On February 17, a total of 82 cases were detected out of 1,710 
samples, which means, 4.79pc cases of Covid-19 were detected on that day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

iv. Increasing infection and deaths                                                              Annex: 3(iv) 
Covid deaths, infections rise again 
Bangladesh's novel coronavirus caseload rose to 5,51,175  on 8 March after the health authorities 
confirmed 845 new cases in 24 hours till the morning. Fourteen Covid-19 related deaths were 
reported during this period, pushing up the local fatalities to 8,476. 
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v. Health guidelines must be strictly enforced                                          Annex: 3(v) 
EDITORIAL: Number of new coronavirus cases rising 

Health guidelines must be strictly enforced without complacency 
The authorities should immediately launch new awareness campaigns to make sure that people 
continue to strictly adhere to the health guidelines. Otherwise, we might have another 
resurgence of the outbreak on our hands which will set the country back even more. This 
understanding must be engrained into the consciousness of all citizens. 
 

vi. Vicious virus                                                                                               Annex: 3(vi) 
The vicious virus is still at work 
For more than a year now, life has stayed drastically changed for everyone all around the 
world. The coronavirus is still here, and there is no way of telling when the pandemic will 
finally be over.  
 
 

vii. 9-month high                                                                                             Annex: 3(vii) 
New Covid-19 cases jump to 9-month high 
3,554 cases detected in 24 hours 
The health directorate on 23 March reported the highest number of new Covid-19 cases in 
nearly nine months. A total of 3,554 cases were detected against 25,954 tests in 24 hours ending 
at 8:00am yesterday. This is the highest since July 2 last year, when 4,019 new cases were 
detected in the country in a single day.It also marks a nearly sevenfold increase in three weeks 
from the 515 cases recorded on March 2. 
 

viii. Slow response                                                                                    Annex: 3(viii) 
Infections gallop amid slow response 
Experts yet again urge govt to act fast 
In the wake of the second Covid-19 wave in the country, the government's efforts to check virus 
transmission and ensure treatment are still inadequate in view of the ground reality. Despite the 
health directorate's recommendations for enforcing a lockdown and taking other strict 
measures, the government's efforts remain limited to distribution of masks and directives for 
following health safety guidelines. 
 

ix. Jump 85pc in a week                                                                                  Annex: 3(ix) 
Covid cases jump 85pc in a week, deaths 42pc 
The number of new Covid-19 cases has increased by 85 percent while the deaths have increased 
by 42.5 percent in the last seven days compared to the previous week. Meanwhile, the health 
directorate reported 39 deaths in the 24 hours ending at 8:00am yesterday -- the highest in the 
last three and half months. According to Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS) data, a 
total of 201 Covid-19 patients died in seven days ending yesterday while the number of 
casualties was 141 the week before. 
 

x. Worrisome                                                                                                     Annex: 3(x) 
EDITORIAL: Sharp rise in Covid-19 infections worrisome 

Govt must respond in a manner befitting the gravity of the crisis 
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Besides rigorously enforcing the health safety guidelines, it must trace all potential Covid-19 
carriers, especially those traveling from outside, reinvigorate the existing testing and treatment 
regimes, and of course bolster the vaccination drive in a manner that matches the gravity of the 
crisis. There is no room for dillydallying.  
 
 

xi. Need urgent measures                                                                               Annex: 3(xi) 
EDITORIAL: Sharp rise in Covid-19 cases 

Urgent measures needed to curb the wave 
The government has to take up strict measures to make sure that people are abiding by the 
health safety guidelines at public places at all times and also, carry out awareness-raising 
campaigns so that people feel obliged to do the same once they return to their homes from 
outside.  
 

xii. Infection in Bangladeshi sailors                                                            Annex: 3(xii) 
জাপােন ৯ বাংলােদিশ নািবেকর কেরানা শনা  
Coronavirus (Covid-19) infection has been detected in 9 out of 20 Bangladeshi sailors who came 
to Japan to buy a new ship. They have been kept in isolation. 
 

xiii. Infected Metro rail employees                                                        Annex: 3(xiii) 
মে ােরল কে  এখন পয  ৩৪৩ জন কেরানায় আ া  
So far, 343 people working under the Dhaka Metrorail project have been infected with the 
coronavirus. Among them are local and foreign engineers. Six foreign engineers have recently 
been infected with the coronavirus. 
 

xiv. Infection after vaccination                                                               Annex: 3(xiv) 
ভরব: কা নওয়ার পর ১২ জেনর কেরানা শনা , একজেনর মতুৃ  
Coronavirus has been detected in 12 people after taking the first dose of vaccine in Bhairab of 
Kishoreganj. Of these 12, 1 died. Corona has also been identified in the body of a person who 
was vaccinated after recovering from the infection. 
 

4. Testing  
i. Youth are more                                                                                            Annex: 4(i) 

নমনুা পরী া বাড়েছ, লাইেন ত ণরাই বিশ 
The number of men among the people who came to give samples is as high as before. However, 
as there were more old people before, there is now an abundance of young people. Most are 
between the ages of 25 and 40. 
 

ii. Anti body test                                                                                              Annex: 4(ii) 
বসরকািরভােব অ াি বিড টে র অনেুমাদন িদেত পদে প হেণর িনেদশ 

Health Minister Zahid Maleque has directed the Director General of the Department of Health 
to take necessary steps to allow antibody tests to be conducted in large private medical colleges 
in Dhaka.  
 

iii. Experts on Antibody Test                                                                        Annex: 4(iii) 
COVID-19 antibody test must for serosurveillance studies 
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 Health experts think that the government should not give any excuse for not conducting 
antibody test on people vaccinated. They say that antibody tests on a certain number of people 
are essential after 21 days of vaccination. The government must, therefore, start running 
antibody test on a certain number of people in the eight divisions without further delay to work 
out a better COVID-19 vaccination scheme in the coming days. 
 

5. Reasons behind increasing infection  
i. Reasons                                                                                                           Annex: 5(i) 

কেরানা বাড়েছ কন? 
Experts say that after the vaccination, many people have a misconception that the risk of corona 
disease is reduced, so it is better not to follow the rules of hygiene. The result is a relaxation. 
Earlier, if they did not wear masks, the workers engaged in maintaining law and order on the 
roads would be fined. Now there are no such restrictions. 
 

ii. Three reasons                                                                                               Annex: 5(ii) 
কেরানাভাইরাস: কেরানার সং মণ িতন কারেণ ঊ মখুী 
Scientists and researchers believe that corona is on the rise in the country for three main 
reasons. Modified variants of the coronavirus, or UK variants, are spreading rapidly in the 
country, they say. Warm weather is working to increase the infection at this time. Ignoring 
hygiene rules and free movement is also contributing to the spread of the virus. 
 

iii. Violation of health rules                                                                          Annex: 5(iii) 
বাংলােদশ: অবেহলা, উদাসীনতায় কেরানা পিরি িতর অবনিত 
Public health experts say the infection is largely out of control. The infection situation has 
deteriorated due to the negligence of the health department and the indifference of the people 
towards the observance of health safety rules. 
 

6. Pandemic Response                                                                                        Annex: 6 
Pandemic Response: Hasina among 3 phenomenal PMs 
Says Commonwealth secretary general 
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has been named among the top three inspirational women 
leaders who have demonstrated extraordinary leadership during the Covid-19 pandemic in the 
Commonwealth, Bangladesh High Commission in London.  
 

7. ICU 
i. Demand rising                                                                                              Annex: 7(i) 

ICU demand keeps rising 
Infection rate still over 10pc; WB gives $500m loan for vaccination 
As coronavirus transmission has been rising from the second week of this month, the demand 
for ICU beds in the capital's hospitals has also increased.  
 

ii. Crisis and Business                                                                                     Annex: 7(ii) 
ঢাকার হাসপাতােল আইিসইউ 
সরকািরেত সংকট, াইেভেট বািণজ  
The increase in infections has also started affecting government hospitals. A part of the corona 
patient has to be kept in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Most of the corona ICUs in Dhaka are 
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now full of patients. Similarly, the number of patients in non-Covid, ICU is not decreasing. As a 
result, there is no empty ICU bed. 
 

iii. Status                                                                                                            Annex: 7(iii) 
১০িট সরকাির হাসপাতােল মা  ৩৬িট আইিসইউ বড খািল 
Only 36 ICU beds are vacant in 10 government hospitals dedicated to Corona. The total number 
of ICU beds in these hospitals is 117. That means 30 percent ICU beds are empty.  
 

8. Fire in ICU  
i. 3 patients die after ICU fire                                                                        Annex: 8(i) 

Bulbul Ahmed Kajol heard an explosion near ICU bed-12 at the Covid-19 unit of Dhaka Medical 
College Hospital's (DMCH) new building. Soon after, he saw smoke spreading out from the 
ICU bed.The sudden and awful incident forced him to evacuate the ICU and shift his ailing 
brother Abdullah Al Mahmud, 48, a critical Covid-19 patient, like attendants of 13 other ICU 
patients there. Three of those ICU patients, including Bulbul's brother, died after they were 
relocated. 
 

ii. Fire at ICU of DMCH: It had no emergency evacuation system       Annex: 8(ii) 
For the absence of ICU emergency evacuation plan, a mismanagement took place in shifting 
patients, claimed experts and relatives of patients. Four people have died so far after the fire 
incident. 
 

iii. EDITORIAL: Fire at DMCH: Could the tragedy have been avoided?    Annex: 8(iii) 
Hospitals must stringently take all fire safety precautions 
The incident should be a wake-up call for all hospitals to make sure that all their units, 
especially those that have specialised electronic equipment and electrical appliances, are 
regularly inspected and maintained. Hospitals must also take all precautions to avoid fires and 
have regular training of staff on fire safety protocols. 
 

iv. EDITORIAL: Deaths in DMCH ICU fire                                              Annex: 8(iv) 
Expose abject lack of preparedness and training 
We are afraid that the responsibility for the deaths falls squarely on the shoulders of the DMCH 
administration. They should answer why there was no evacuation plan, and if there was, why it did not 
work.  
 

9. Weaknesses in Health sector                                                                        Annex: 9 
Pandemic exposed inherent weaknesses: health minister 
Claims govt was quick to react 
One year into the detection of the first cases of coronavirus in the country, Health Minister 
Zahid Maleque thinks the tumultuous year of the pandemic exposed some of the weaknesses in 
the healthcare services."There have been inherent weaknesses in the healthcare facilities for a 
long time. That's why some crises arose at the initial stages. But we found out the loopholes 
quickly and acted promptly to resolve the issues. 
 

10. Experts’ Predictions  
i. Covid-19 cases may rise in summer, experts predict                           Annex: 10(i) 
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Experts at a seminar predicted that the number of Covid-19 cases may increase in the upcoming 
months. Bangladesh Health Reporters' Forum (BHRF) organised the event at Bangabandhu 
Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU). At the seminar titled "One Year of Covid-19: 
Success and Challenges", experts cited some key factors that may contribute to this rise, such as  
previous infection trends in Bangladesh, emergence of new variants, increased mobility and 
gradual decline of hygiene practices.  
 

ii. Fears of a fresh surge                                                                                Annex: 10(ii) 
Coronavirus Contagion: Fears of a fresh surge growing 
Experts urge strict enforcement of health guidelines 
With the number of new cases rising for a week, health officials and experts fear that the Covid-
19 outbreak will spread again if people do not maintain social distancing and wear masks. 
 

iii. Containing Fresh Covid Surge: Govt to ramp up measures           Annex: 10(iii) 
Enforce health safety guidelines strictly, introduce mobile court against violators 
The government has asked officials at all administrative tiers to implement the health 
guidelines properly and re-launch mobile court drives to punish those not following the rules. It 
has also ordered the health authorities to maintain adequate oxygen flow at hospitals in case the 
situation worsens. 
 

11. Education  
i. Schools will reopen                                                                                   Annex: 11(i) 

EDITORIAL: Schools will reopen at last! 

Health guidelines must be enforced and facilitated 
We expect all precautions would be adopted to ensure that attending classes will be safe as well 
as beneficial. We would also like to believe that like the front-line workers, who were given 
priority for Covid-19 vaccination, the teachers and other employees of the educational 
institutions would be vaccinated on priority basis before the schools open. 
 

ii. Students of class VI to IX                                                                        Annex: 11(ii) 
পরী া: মাধ িমেক আবার অ াসাইনেম  কায ম শরু,ু পরী া-বািড়র কাজ নয় 
Like last year, this year also the students of class VI to IX will be assessed through assignment 
and assigned work. This evaluation program is starting from March 20 in every educational 
institution.  
 

iii. Compensation for universities                                                             Annex: 11(iii) 
হল খালার িতেত িব িবদ ালয়গুেলা পােব ৫০ কা  টাকা 
The dormitories of government universities have been closed for almost a year due to the 
Corona pandemic. The university will open on 24 May following government instructions. The 
residential hall will be opened on 16 May. The government has allocated Tk 50 crore in 
preparation for this. 
 

iv. Health Directorate                                                                                    Annex: 11(iv) 
িশ া িত ান–পরী া ব  রাখার পে  া  অিধদ র 
The Department of Health has discussed some issues, including the closure of educational 
institutions and the failure to conduct various public examinations due to the increase in 
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coronavirus infections. They have been sent to the Ministry of Health for a decision. The 
department thinks these issues will play a role in preventing corona infections. 
 

v. Demand for separate apps                                                                       Annex: 11(v) 
কার জন  িনব ন: িশ াথ েদর জন  আলাদা অ াপ চায় ইউিজিস 

The UGC has verbally requested the Ministry of Health for launching separate app for students, 
teachers, officials and employees of the university especially for student.  
 

vi. Private university students                                                                    Annex: 11(vi) 
Private university students’ fate swinging like a pendulum 
It is high time that the university authorities must sit down with the UGC and settle down the 
issue by having a mutual understanding and come up with an ultimate solution. In this 
pandemic situation, it is expected that higher authorities will provide psychological and 
motivational support to the students. It is also expected that the higher authorities will take 
decisions wisely to make it useful for every private university student. 
 

vii. Reopening schedule                                                                               Annex: 11(vii) 
REOPENING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
Schools, colleges, madrassahs to reopen on May 23 
Universities to reopen on May 25 
Schools, colleges, and madrassahs across Bangladesh will reopen after the Eid-ul-Fitr vacations 
on 23 May  while universities will resume normal activities on 25 May.  
 
 

viii. Vaccination                                                                                       Annex: 11(viii) 
১৭ ম’র মেধ  ১ লাখ ৩০ হাজার আবািসক িশ াথীেক িটকা দওয়া হেব 
As many as 130,000 residential students across the country will be vaccinated before May 16. 
The health minister made the remarks after leaving a cabinet meeting on 9 March. 
 

ix. Tuition fees                                                                                            Annex: 11(ix) 
িশ াথীেদর িটউশন িফ দেব সরকার, আেবদেনর িনেদশ 
The government will pay tuition fees as well as stipends to students of private educational 
institutions (schools, colleges and madrasas) at the secondary and higher secondary levels. This 
facility will be given to the students of private educational institutions which have got academic 
approval and academic recognition, including government educational institutions. 
 

12. Women                                                                                                             Annex: 12  
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 
Achieving an equal future for women in a Covid-19 world 
Therefore, if women are not provided with opportunities for upgrading their technological 
skills, there will be further inequality. While there is a need for rooting out the cultural barriers 
through education and awareness building the socio-economic barriers will have to be removed 
by bringing more women into the formal sector.  
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13. Child marriage                                                                                               Annex: 13 
Child marriages increased drastically during lockdown 
Govt must conduct national survey and take steps to stop the trend 
Needless to say, without ensuring that the basic necessities of a family are met, reducing child 
marriage will be very difficult. No matter how many laws and regulations there are, they will 
not be able to stop this social curse—which is destroying our girls' lives and obstructing the 
development of the society as a whole—if we cannot reduce poverty from the country.  
 

 

14. Vaccine Production in Bangladesh                                                             Annex: 14 
Zahid Maleque visits plant of INCEPTA Vaccines Ltd 
Health and Family Welfare Minister Zahid Maleque visited the plant of country's first life-
saving vaccine producing institute INCEPTA Vaccines Ltd at Zirabo in Savar. While visiting the 
plant he said INCEPTA has advanced to the next step in acquiring ultimate capacity in 
producing Covid-19 vaccine in the country. 
 

15. Air Pollution in Hospitals                                                                            Annex: 15 
Air Inside Dhaka Public Hospitals: Pollutants 10 times the limit in winter 
Two major public hospitals in Dhaka had concentrations of harmful air pollutants 10 times 
higher than the permissible limit in winter, finds a new study. The study was based on the air 
quality of Dhaka Medical College Hospital (DMCH), Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical 
University (BSMMU) and Sonargaon Upazila Health Complex in Narayanganj. 
 

16. Covid-19 Virus mutations                                                                             Annex: 16 
Covid-19 Virus In Bangladesh: Researchers find 34 unique mutations 
SARS COV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19, mutated 4,604 times in Bangladesh from April to the first 
week of December last year, and of the mutations, 34 were unique meaning they do not match any other 
mutations found in other parts of the world.  
 

 
17. Health Services  
i. Increase hospital beds                                                                               Annex: 17(i) 

Govt moves to raise number of hospital beds 
The government has taken steps to increase the number of beds in public hospitals and open 
temporary healthcare facilities in Dhaka to accommodate the rising number of Covid-19 
patients.As part of the move, Dhaka North City Corporation kitchen market in Mohakhali will 
be turned into a makeshift hospital dedicated for novel coronavirus patients. 
 

ii. More ICU                                                                                                    Annex: 17(ii) 
নতনু আ া েদর বিশরভােগরই আইিসইউ লাগেছ: া  মহাপিরচালক 
Prof. Dr. Abul Bashar Khurshid Alam, Director General of the Department of Health (DG) 
commented that the country is going to be in big danger in the coming days if the health rules 
are not followed to prevent the transmission of the deadly coronavirus. Most of the newcomers 
are young, most of them are in ICU.  
 

iii. Availability of oxygen                                                                            Annex: 17(iii) 
Only 2 oxygen cylinders at emergency 
Mugda struggles to deal with deluge of Covid patients 
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With only two oxygen cylinders, the emergency unit of Mugda Medical College Hospital in the 
capital is struggling to cope with the influx of coronavirus patients.  
 

iv. Sudden patients Pressure                                                                       Annex: 17(iv) 
ঢাকা: হাসপাতােল হঠাৎ রাগীর চাপ 
Abu Jamil Faisal, a public health expert and a member of the Public Health Advisory 
Committee of the Department of Health said that ICU beds were not empty and patients were 
being admitted even in ordinary beds. If the number of patients continues to increase, the 
hospitals scheduled for corona treatment will have to be reopened as soon as possible. 
 

v. Asked to be ready                                                                                      Annex: 17(v) 
Hospitals asked to be ready as COVID-19 infections surge 
Cases 73-day, test positivity rate 63-day high 
The Directorate General of Health Services on 14 March 2021 ordered all the hospitals across the 
country to prepare for a fresh wave of COVID-19 infections as the pandemic situation has again 
taken a grave turn in recent days.  
 

vi. Struggles to manage hospital beds                                                       Annex: 17(vi) 
Bangladesh struggles to manage hospital beds as cases surge 
Govt ICUs almost full, 5 more hospitals asked to be ready 
COVID-19 cases and the test positivity rate continued to spiral up, with the government 
ordering the reopening of five more hospitals to accommodate the influx of COVID-19 patients.  
 

vii. Response delayed, and it lacks clarity                                                Annex: 17(vii) 
Experts say about govt’s 18-point directive on containing Covid surge 
Experts say the 18-point directive that the government issued on Monday to curb the rapid surge in 
Covid cases is not only a delayed response but it also lacks clarity. 
Md Sayedur Rahman, chairman of pharmacology department at BSMMU said, "I would say it is 
too late to issue such notifications. The daily infection positivity rate has risen to 18.94 percent 
from 2.30 percent. Now it is high time to enforce curfew in big cities. The hotspots where the 
positivity rate is high should be isolated from the rest of the country". 
 

18. Government officials’ foreign tours                                                          Annex: 18 
Government officials’ foreign tours have little impact 
Allocations for FY20, FY21 over Tk 8,000cr 
A seven-member team visited the Philippines and Indonesia on November 4-15, 2019 under a 
Local Government Division project to gather knowledge of how the village court system 
functioned. A non-LGD team member said on condition of anonymity on February 10 that it 
was mostly a pleasure trip for him and others.  
 

19. Government Initiatives                                                                                 Annex: 19 
Bangladesh faces COVID-19 successfully through joint efforts: PM 
Prime minister Sheikh Hasina said that the government had been able to successfully face the 
COVID-19 pandemic with united efforts of all sectors and the situation is now under control. 
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20. Corruption  
i. Bail denied                                                                                                   Annex: 20(i) 

JKG’s Sabrina denied bail in COVID-19 certificate forgery case 
Dhaka Metropolitan Sessions Judge KM Imrul Kayes denied JKG Health Care chairperson 
Sabrina Arif Chowhury bail in a case filed over COVID-19 certificate forgery. 
  

ii. DGHS driver                                                                                              Annex: 20(ii) 
DGHS driver charged with possession of illegal arms 
The Dhaka Metropolitan Sessions Judge’s Court charged Directorate General of Health Services 
driver Abdul Malek with possession of illegal firearms.  
 

iii. ACC investigation                                                                                   Annex: 20(iii) 
াে র কমকতার িবপলু স দ, অনসু ােন দক 

Moniruzzaman Chowdhury, a well-known official, has embezzled Tk 1.20 crore by making a 
fake work order through an organization owned by his wife.The Anti-Corruption Commission 
(ACC) has appointed an investigation officer to investigate the matter. It is learned that  
 

iv. Actions against Civil surgeon                                                                Annex: 20(iv) 
পটুয়াখালীর সােবক িসিভল সাজেনর িব ে  ফতাির পেরায়ানা 

The court has issued an arrest warrant against Patuakhali former civil surgeon Shah Mozahidul 
Islam. The order was passed by Senior Special Judge Rokhsana Parveen in a case filed by the 
ACC alleging embezzlement of government funds. 
 

v. Fake mask                                                                                                  Annex: 20(v) 
নকল মা  সরবরাহ: শারিমন জাহােনর িব ে  িতেবদন পছােলা 
The date for submission of investigation report against Sharmin Jahan, owner of Aparajita 
International, in the case of supply of fake N-95 mask has been postponed. The court has fixed 
28 April  for the next report. 
 

21. Guidelines ignored 
i. Guidelines ignored                                                                                    Annex: 21(i) 

Situation worsens as guidelines ignored 
Global toll rises to 26,00,802 
 COVID-19 situation has worsened again in Bangladesh as the test positivity rate and the 
number of cases are rising every day while global coronavirus toll has reached 26,00,802.  
 
 

ii. Book Fair                                                                                                     Annex: 21(ii) 
Amar Ekushey Book Fair 
Visitors ignoring health safety guidelines 
Both visitors and stall attendants of various publishing houses at the fairground are ignoring 
health safety guidelines, including mandatory use of masks and maintaining social distancing 
despite a sudden rise in COVID-19 infections.    
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iii. Largely ignored                                                                                        Annex: 21(iii) 

Govt health instructions largely ignored 

Almost all of the government instructions to contain the rising trend of COVID-19 infections 
were largely ignored across the country. 
 

iv. Mask use                                                                                                    Annex: 21(iv) 
PM again orders mandatory mask use 
1.3 lakh resident students to get vaccines by May 17: Dipu Moni   
Prime minister Sheikh Hasina once again asked all concerned to ensure mandatory use of 
masks and maintain social distancing as the second wave of the coronavirus was feared in the 
coming summer.  
 

22. Post COVID-19 life                                                                                        Annex: 22 
Personal Consumption Index 
Returning to life post COVID-19 
The pandemic has taught us how we can be more human by consuming less. We can maintain 
our humanity by monitoring our consumption in the post-pandemic world. Personal 
consumption index is a helping tool and it is in our control. 
 

23. Islamic Foundation guidelines                                                                    Annex: 23 
Islamic Foundation says COVID vaccination will not effect fasting 
Muslims can receive COVID-19 vaccine during Ramadan fast, said Islamic Foundation. 
Religious affairs ministry issued a press release in this regard on Monday after a view exchange 
meeting at the Islamic Foundation on Sunday. 
 

24. Hajj pilgrims                                                                                                  Annex: 24 
COVID-19 vaccination mandatory for Hajj pilgrims 
The government has made COVID-19 vaccination mandatory for people willing to perform Hajj 
this year. A notice was issued by the Ministry of Religious Affairs on Tuesday in this regard. 
The decision was taken in accordance with the Health Ministry of Saudi Arabia. According to 
the notice, around 60,707 people, who have registered for performing Hajj this year, have to be 
vaccinated. 

25. Restrictions  
i. No Lockdown                                                                                              Annex: 25(i) 

No lockdown right now 
Govt asks health dept to reopen Covid-dedicated hospitals, beef up screening 
The government is not considering lockdown right now but has directed the health department 
to intensify awareness campaigns and ensure strict enforcement of health safety rules amid a 
rise in Covid-19 transmission.  
 

ii. Full lockdown                                                                                            Annex: 25(ii) 
DGHS wants full lockdown 
Recommends govt not open schools, hold public exams 
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The DGHS has proposed that the government not reopen educational institutions and hold any 
public examinations in the wake of rising number of Covid-19 patients.The high-ups of the 
PMO, however, opined that the authorities concerned will make decision on such issues and 
asked the DGHS to strengthen enforcement of health safety guideline and reopen the Covid-19 
hospitals that were shut down earlier. 

 
iii. Public access                                                                                             Annex: 25(iii) 

Public access to city parks, playgrounds remain restricted for years 
Public access to most city playgrounds and parks has remained restricted for years either in the 
name of renovation or on the pretext of maintenance after their renovations.   
 

iv. Restrictions in Chattogram                                                                    Annex: 25(iv) 
Chattogram district admin put restrictions on social gatherings 
The Chattogram district administration on Sunday put restrictions on social gatherings to 
curtail the spread of COVID-19 infections amid a sudden increase in the number of cases. 

 
v. Partial Lock Down                                                                                    Annex: 25(v) 

Bangladesh health ministry for partial lockdown in areas 
Health minister Zahid Maleque said, ‘The Health Ministry proposed partial lockdowns for 
some places with higher COVID-19 transmission rate. ‘  

 
vi. 18 directives                                                                                             Annex: 25(vi) 

Curbs slapped on public gathering as Bangladesh sees virus surge 
A gazette notification signed by prime minister’s principal secretary Ahmad Kaikaus gave a set 
of 18 directives also discouraging social functions including wedding and birthday ceremonies. 
The government imposed the restrictions on the day when Bangladesh experienced the highest 
ever COVID-19 daily infections, 5,181, since the first reported positive cases on 8 March 2020. 
 

26. Quarantine 
i. Violation                                                                                                      Annex: 26(i) 

UK returnees fined for fleeing quarantine in Sylhet 
Six members of an expatriate family which had fled the mandatory quarantine for United 
Kingdom returnees in Sylhet were fined on their return after 12 hours.  
 
 
 
 

ii. Institutional quarantine                                                                           Annex: 26(ii) 
হােটেল িফেরেছন কায়ােরি ন থেক উধাও ৯ বাসী 

Nine expatriates of the same family, who disappeared from the institutional quarantine at Hotel 
Britannia in Amber Khana, Sylhet, have returned to the hotel.  
 

27. Children                                                                                                           Annex: 27 
Children have stronger antibody response to COVID-19: study 
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The authors of the paper, which appeared in JAMA Network Open, said the finding helped 
illuminate why children are less susceptible to severe COVID-19 than adults – though this is 
still an area of very active research and many factors are believed to be at play. 
 

28. Diabetic Patients                                                                                            Annex: 28 
ভােলা থা ন: ডায়ােব স রাগীেদর কেরানার কা 
Diabetic pateients can take this vaccine without hesitation. Patients with high blood pressure, 
heart disease, liver, kidney disease and those suffering from asthma and cancer can also get this 
vaccine. Attempts should be made to get these patients vaccinated against coronavirus quickly. 
 

29. Tuberculosis                                                                                                    Annex: 29 
কেরানার ভাব: শনা  হয়িন ৭৭ হাজার য ােরাগী 

কেরানা মহামািরর কারেণ া েসবা ব াহত হেয়েছ। িত  হেয়েছ জাতীয় য া িনয় ণ কমসিূচ। 
The pandemic has affected the tuberculosis situation in the country. More than 77,000 
tuberculosis patients were not identified last year due to corona. This information was found in 
a report of the National Tuberculosis Control Program of the Department of Health. Not only 
have a large number of common tuberculosis patients not been identified, but drug-resistant 
tuberculosis patients have remained unrecognized. 
 

30. New strains 
i. দেশ একািধক ব ি র শরীের কেরানার নতনু ইন                                                            Annex: 30(i) 

New strains of coronavirus have been found in more than one person in the country. More than 
10 people in number. They came to the country last January. The UK variant B117 has been 
found to match this strain. The information has come to light after talking to various 
organizations doing genome sequencing in the country. 

 
ii. যু রােজ র কেরানার নতনু ইন দেশ ছড়ােনার নিজর নই                                                Annex: 30(ii) 

Professor Tahmina Shirin, director of the Institute of Pathology, Disease Control and Research 
(IEDCR), told, ‘We did contact tracing after the new strain was identified. But there is no 
evidence of this strain in the country.' 

 

iii. দি ণ আি কার কেরানার ধরন বাংলােদেশ                                                                     Annex: 30(iii) 
A new strain of coronavirus found in South Africa has also been found in Bangladesh. Evidence 
of this existence was found on February 8. Several sources have confirmed that the strain was 
found in a sample collected from the body of a 56-year-old woman in Banani, Dhaka. 
 

iv. Covid-19 variant                                                                                       Annex: 30(iv) 
EDITORIAL: Should we worry about the new Covid-19 variant? 

Prevention is everyone’s responsibility 
We believe that just as the government should do more to promote the Covid-19 vaccines 
(especially in rural areas) and to implement other preventative measures more strictly, it is also 
the responsibility of all organisations and individuals to practice these precautions on their own 
and to raise awareness about them wherever possible. 
 

v. UK variant is here since January                                                            Annex: 30(v) 
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Prof Tahmina Shirin, director of Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research 
(IEDCR), said, "We found five or six cases of the UK mutation of the virus in early January." 
ABM Khurshid Alam, director general of Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS), 
yesterday said, "Contact tracing is going on to find out the details of the spread in the country."  
 

31. Covid Pandemic duration                                                                             Annex: 31 
Covid Pandemic Two more years to know when it’ll be over 
Says Bangladeshi director at AstraZeneca 
Dr Farhad Ali Khan, a Bangladeshi pharmaceutical physician and director of epidemiology at 
AstraZeneca, Sweden, has said it will take at least two more years to say when the novel 
coronavirus is likely to be totally eradicated from the planet.  
 

32. Covid Drugs                                                                                                    Annex: 32 
Remdesivir proves pharma strength 
Amidst the perfect storm stirred up by Covid-19, a drug used to treat a wide range of viral infections 
emerged as a silver lining for treatment seekers.  
Remdesivir's potential to help Covid-19 patients is based on its ability to disable the mechanism 
by which certain viruses, including the novel coronavirus, replicate themselves and potentially 
overwhelm their host's immune system. 
 

33. Side effects of vaccines  
i. িটকা িনেয়েছন ৩২ লাখ, পা িতি য়া ৭৫৪ জেনর                                                             Annex: 33(i) 

The corona vaccination programme started nationally on 8 February  in the country. So far 32 
lakh 26 thousand 825 people have been vaccinated. Of these, 754 had side effects. Side effects 
include mild fever, body aches, sore throat, weakness, swelling or redness at the injection site. 
 

ii. No chance of infection after vaccination                                              Annex: 33(ii) 
িটকা নওয়ার কারেণ কেরানায় আ া  হওয়ার স াবনা নই: া  অিধদফতর 
Coronavirus vaccine is unlikely to cause coronavirus infection, the health department said. The 
department also said it was able to develop immunity against the virus at least two weeks after 
receiving the two doses. 
 

34. Mortality status                                                                                               Annex: 34 
কেরানার সে  অন  রােগ আ া েদর মতৃু  বিশ 
Experts say that not only coronavirus, but also other diseases have a higher mortality rate. In 
this case, treatment is being given more importance to the patients who have other diseases 
besides corona. In addition to the treatment of corona, other diseases also need to be treated. 
Concerned people say that it will be possible to reduce the death rate only through integrated 
treatment of all diseases. 

 
35. People’s perceptions                                                                                      Annex: 35 

‘কেরানা গিরবেদর ধরেব না, ওটা বড়েলােকর অসখু’ 
Van driver Khaled Hossain said, "Before, when the administration had strict restrictions on the 
use of masks, I used to wear masks. And now everything has relaxed and Corona has fled the 
country, which is why I don't use masks anymore. And don't catch the poor like us, it will catch 
the disease of the rich. ' 
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36. Actions against violation 
i. Mobile court                                                                                                Annex: 36(i) 

কেরানা িনয় েণ াম মাণ আদালত পিরচালনার িনেদশ া ম ীর 
Health and Family Welfare Minister Zahid Maleque said, "Don't be overconfident and don't 
follow the rules of health.  
 

ii. Campaign for wearing mask                                                                  Annex: 36(ii) 
মা  পরােত আবারও শাসেনর অিভযান  
The government has once again started a campaign to create public awareness about wearing 
masks across the country. But this time, people who walk without masks are being fined from 
the beginning to show toughness. 
 

iii. Penalty                                                                                                       Annex: 36(iii) 
া িবিধ না মানায় স মািটনগামী পযটকবাহী জাহােজ জিরমানা 

The upazila administration has continued its activities including public awareness in the main 
roads and markets of Teknaf municipality of Cox'sBazar to prevent the spread of coronavirus. 
In addition, various business establishments and two tourist ships bound for St. Martin have 
been fined by operating mobile courts for non-compliance with hygiene rules. 31 cases have 
been filed in this incident. 
 

iv. Law and order Agency                                                                            Annex: 36(iv) 
া িবিধ না মানেল কেরানাও মা করেব না: আইিজিপ 

Inspector General of Police (IGP) Benazir Ahmed said, ‘A nationwide mobilization and 
awareness program will be conducted by the police from 21 March  to motivate the people to 
wear masks’.  
 

v. Enforcement the health rules                                                                  Annex: 36(v) 
১০০ িদেন সেবা  শনা , অিভযােন মাকােবলার িচ া 

া িবিধ মানােত রিববার থেক ফর মােঠ নামেছ পিুলশ 
The police are going to the field again from next Sunday to enforce the health rules. 
 

37. Dedicated hospitals                                                                                       Annex: 37 
৫ হাসপাতালেক িতর িনেদশ, কেরানা ডিডেকেটড হেলা বান ইনি িটউট 
The health ministry has instructed five more government hospitals to re-prepare as the number 
of corona patients continues to rise at an alarming rate. Besides, Sheikh Hasina Burn and Plastic 
Surgery Institute has been dedicated to corona treatment.  
 

38. Health Services in Prison                                                                             Annex: 38 
৬৮ কারাগাের ডা ার ৭ 
তদ  িতেবদন জমা, ‘মশুতােকর মতৃু  াভািবক’ 
None of the seven full-time doctors in the prison are cardiologists or neurologists. Prisoners 
often suffer from heart disease and stroke. There is no psychiatrist. At present there are 22 
mental patients in Dhaka Central Jail alone. 
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39. Vaccination in Prisons                                                                                  Annex: 39 
বি েদর িটকা দওয়ার উেদ াগ কারা শাসেনর 
The prison administration is also taking initiative to vaccinate the prisoners. The jail 
administration has also talked to the home ministry about this. So far, about 32 lakh people in 
the country have been vaccinated against corona. But the prisoners are being deprived of this 
opportunity. Meanwhile, the Laxmipur district administration has vaccinated some prisoners in 
the district jail on its own initiative. 
 

40. Diarrhea patients                                                                                            Annex: 40 
জয়পরুহাট: ডায়িরয়া রাগীর সংখ া বাড়েছ 
Diarrhea patients are undergoing treatment. At least 50 to 60 patients are being admitted in 24 
hours. The patient is being treated on the floor of the corridor of the hospital due to high 
pressure. 57 patients were admitted here on Wednesday, out of which 24 were children. 
However, every day at least 25 to 30 patients are returning home healthy. 

 
41. Observations                                                                                                   Annex: 41 

দেশ কেরানা সং মণ 
কী কারেণ শীেত কম গরেম বিশ পযেব েণর তািগদ 
Corona infection may increase in the country in winter, but it did not happen. Rather it was 
steadily declining. After the winter is over, the infection is on the rise again as soon as the heat 
returns. In a month, mass vaccination is also going on. Experts are urging to find out the reason 
why the corona infection is increasing again. 
 

42. What we have to do                                                                                        Annex: 42 
কিভেডর সা িতক উে া যা ায় আমােদর করণীয় 
It was at this point that we began to think that Corona was finally subdued, just as Corona was 
heading in the opposite direction again. In the last few days, all our accounts have changed. 
What did not happen after last December is happening now. The daily number of new corona 
patients being identified in the country is again increasing at an alarming rate. The demand for 
ICU is increasing 

 
43. Guidelines for older or complex patients                                                  Annex: 43 

সা াৎকার 
কেরানা হেল বয়  বা জিটল রাগীেদর হাসপাতাল লাগেব 
There is no difference between the symptoms of coronavirus last year and this time. As a result, 
there was a lot of frustration in the field of treatment like last year, or there was a lot of 
frustration about what medical management should be done, how any medicine should work 
or not; Since a set-up or guideline has been in place for so long, there is no longer as much 
instability as before. 

 
44. Genome of coronavirus                                                                                 Annex: 44 

গেবষণায় তথ  
দেশ কেরানার ৩৪ ধরন 
সবেচেয় বিশ ঢাকা চ াম চাদঁপুের 
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The genome of coronavirus has changed 4604 times in the country last year. The most diverse 
genome sequences have been found in the Chittagong region. 34 types of genetic mutations of 
this virus have been identified in the country. The highest number of genetic modifications of 
the new type was found in Dhaka, Chittagong and Chandpur. 
 

45. Counterfeit products                                                                                     Annex: 45 
ব  হে  না কেরানার নকল সুর া সাম ীর কারবার 
অিভযান-মামলার পরও তারা বপেরায়া 
Since the coronavirus infection, organized fraudsters have spread the net of counterfeit 
products across the country with the opportunity to increase the demand for protective 
materials. They have been running rampant business in the country since a few days after the 
onset of coronary heart disease.  
 

46. Migrant workers  
i. More remittance from female workers                                                  Annex: 46(i) 

বােস ১০ লাখ নারী কমী 
দশায়ও টাকা পাঠান তারঁা 

Despite the coronavirus pandemic, Bangladesh's foreign exchange reserves have reached a 
record USD 3.9 billion. According to the Refugee and Migratory Movements Research Unit 
(RAMRU), women workers sent more money during the Covid-19. They sent 69 percent, men 
sent 30 percent. The average amount of money spent on going abroad can be picked up by 
women workers within five months. 

 
ii. Status of female workers returnees                                                     Annex: 46(ii) 

50,000 female migrants returned during pandemic 
Says Brac data 
About 49,924 female migrant workers returned home from 21 countries amid the coronavirus 
pandemic, according to the Brac Migration Programme. Besides, at least 487 bodies of female 
migrant workers arrived after 2016.  
 
 

47. Wage earners 
i. Income Losses                                                                                             Annex: 47(i) 

34pc wage earners yet to get back to pre-COVID income: survey 
A survey of The South Asian Network on Economic Modeling found that 34.2 per cent of wage 
earners and 37.3 per cent of self-employed people who witnessed income losses during the 
COVID-19 outbreak are yet to get back to their pre-COVID income level.  
 

ii. Decrease wages                                                                                          Annex: 47(ii) 
সােনেমর জিরপ: কেরানায় আয় কেমেছ ৬২% িমেকর 

মূলত ২০২০ সােলর মাচ-িডেস র সমেয় মবাজাের কী ভাব পড়ল, তা িনরপূেণ এই জিরপ করা হেয়েছ। 
The survey was conducted to determine the impact on the labor market during March-December 2020. 
The impact of Covid has reduced the income of working people. Many have lost their jobs. A 
large part of the working people was forced to return to their villages during the general 
holidays. However, most of them have returned to the city by the end of 2020. Of those who 
work for wages, 72 percent said their wages fell in March-December 2020 compared to 2019. 6.9 
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percent lost their jobs during this time. The same number of workers has not yet returned to 
work (during the survey).  
 

iii. People living below the line                                                                Annex: 47 (iii) 
Pandemic pushed them below the line 
New poor created amid outbreak largely from informal urban service sector, including small 
entrepreneurs and unemployed daily-rated workers 
Senior Research Fellow Towfiqul Islam Khan presented CPD's findings on February 15."No sign of 
recovery of micro and small-scale enterprises is discernible even almost one year after the pandemic had 
first struck in Bangladesh". 
 
 

iv. EDITORIAL: The pandemic’s new poor                                                Annex: 47(iv) 
Govt recovery plans must make them a priority 
While in the short run cash and food relief may alleviate some of their hardship, the government must 
prioritise and devise programmes that will create jobs and other income generating activities for these 
people who have suddenly found themselves jobless.  We strongly feel that our own government has a lot 
to learn from the aforementioned economic model so that it can address the plight of those people who 
have become the "new poor" during the coronavirus pandemic. 
 

48. Business 
i. Industrial loan disbursement                                                                 Annex: 48 (i) 

কেরানার বছের িশ ঋণ কেমেছ ১৫ শতাংশ 
The impact of the coronavirus on the country has reduced the rate of loan disbursement in the 
industrial sector at the beginning, but in the end the situation has improved a bit. In April last 
year, the government announced a total of 21 incentive packages worth Tk 1,21,353 crore for 
those affected in various sectors, including CMSMEs, industries and services, to combat the 
effects of coronavirus. 
 

ii. Profit of Grameen Bank                                                                           Annex: 48(ii) 
কেরানার বছেরও ভােলা মনুাফা ামীণ ব াংেকর 
Although the disbursement and collection of loans was hampered due to the corona infection, 
Grameen Bank made a profit of around Tk 349 crore in 2020. At the end of the year, the loan 
recovery rate is about 95 percent.  
 

iii. Seek VAT cuts                                                                                          Annex: 48(iii) 
Pre-Budget Discussion 
Service sectors seek VAT cuts to recover COVID losses 
Several services sectors, including restaurants, on Sunday demanded reduction of value-added 
tax in the upcoming national budget to help the sectors cope with the adverse impacts of the 
COVID-19 outbreak. At a pre-budget discussion with the National Board of Revenue held on 
the day, a number of manufacturing sectors also demanded protection for domestic industries 
from imported goods. 
 

iv. Efforts for recovery                                                                                    Annex: 48(iv) 
লাকসান কািটেয় ঘেুর দাড়ঁােনার চ া 

The coronavirus vaccine has recently been introduced. Business is also returning to normal. 
However, last year's losses have not yet been overcome. This requires the cooperation of the 
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government. In particular, the concerned people have demanded to reduce the burden of 
revenue and provide loan facility on easy terms. 

 
v. Airlines business                                                                                       Annex: 48(v) 

কেরানায় িতর মেুখ পেড়েছ এয়ারলাইনস ব বসা 
Airlines in Corona have suffered losses. The IAG British Airways has laid off 10,000 workers in 
the face of losses. This is one-fourth of the company's manpower. Besides, 500 posts of Ayr 
Lingas have been vacated. We have taken such effective steps to increase liquidity. 

 
vi. Dhaka stock market                                                                                Annex: 48 (vi) 

Dhaka stocks plunge on fresh COVID shutdown fears 
Dhaka stocks plunged as investors went for panic selling as there was apprehension among 
investors that the recent surge in COVID-19 infection cases would force the government to 
impose a fresh shutdown in the country. 
 

vii. Loss of transport sector                                                                             Annex: 48(vii) 
কেরানার ৬৬ িদেন কমন িত হেলা পিরবহেন? 
In 2020, the country's transport sector was closed for 66 days during the Corona. During these 
two months, the daily loss in the transport sector has been around Rs 500 crore. The total loss is 
Tk. 33 thousand crore. This is what the Bangladesh Road Transport Owners Association has 
demanded. To make up for the loss, transport owners have demanded a reduction in tariffs and 
bank lending rates on imported equipment in the transport sector. 
 

viii. Online VAT submission                                                                Annex: 48(viii) 
কেরানাকােল ৭০ শতাংশ ব বসায়ী অনলাইেন ভ াট িদেয়েছন 
Abu Hena, senior secretary of the Department of Internal Resources and Rahmatul Munim 
Chairman of the National Board of Revenue (NBR) said, "There is no reason for traders to be 
afraid of paying VAT. VAT can now be paid online. About 80 per cent of traders have paid VAT 
online during the Corona period. 
 

ix. Hurting exports                                                                                         Annex: 48(ix) 
Pandemic keeps hurting exports 
Shipment slips 4pc in February 
Earnings from exports declined 3.92 per cent year-on-year to $3.19 billion in February because 
of a fall in apparel shipment as the lingering coronavirus pandemic continues to hurt the 
country's key markets.  
 

x. VAT exemption                                                                                          Annex: 48(10) 
ভ াট অব াহিত পেলা কেরানার িটকা 
The National Board of Revenue (NBR) has exempted the value added tax (including 
withholding of VAT at source) on fees for storage, marketing, transportation, distribution and 
immunization programs after the import of the Covid-19 vaccine.  
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49. Garments Industry  
i. Female work force                                                                                      Annex: 49(i) 

Ratio of female RMG workers falls to 59pc: survey 
The proportion of female workers in the country’s readymade garment sector declined to 59 per 
cent in 2020 from 65 per cent in 2015, according to a recent survey conducted by the Asian 
Center for Development.  
 

ii. Stimulus Package                                                                                     Annex: 49(ii) 
আরও ৫ হাজার কািট টাকার েণাদনা চান গােম স মািলকরা 
All the owners of the garment sector including BGMEA, BKMEA and BTMA want an additional 
loan incentive of Tk 5,000 crore to pay Eid bonuses and salaries and allowances to the workers 
for the next two Eids. It is said that a new loan incentive of Tk 5,000 crore is needed to keep the 
garment industry alive till the next two Eids. 
 

50. Economy  
i. Annual Development Programme                                                          Annex: 50(i) 

FY 21 ADP slashed by Tk 7,501 cr 
The size of the revised Annual Development Programme was set at Tk 1,97,643.00 crore from Tk 
2,05,144.79 crore. Planning ministry officials said that Tk 7,501.72 crore was cut from the Tk 
70,501.72 crore project aid share from the original ADP for 2020–21.  
 

ii. Loss of economy                                                                                        Annex: 50(ii) 
গত অথবছর িনেয় অথ ম ণালেয়র িতেবদন 
কেরানায় অথনীিতর িত ৮৫ হাজার কািট টাকা 
In the last 2019-20 fiscal year, the country's economy has lost about 10 billion dollars, which is 
about Tk. 85 thousand crore. This information has come up in a report of the Ministry of 
Finance. 
 

51. Fast -Track Projects                                                                                        Annex: 51 
Covid Fallout on Fast-Track Projects: Some coping better than others 
ADP allocation for 3 projects increase while three others see cuts 
Annual allocations for four of the seven ADP-funded first-track projects have either increased 
or remained the same, a sign that those are coping well with the pandemic fallout. Allocations 
for the three other projects, including that of the Padma bridge and the Rooppur nuclear power 
plant, have been slashed significantly in the government's revised annual development 
programme (ADP). 
 

52. Prime Minister                                                                                                Annex: 52 
সবার জন  ভ াকিসন িনি ত করেত হেব : ধানম ী 
Instructing to ensure corona vaccine for all, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina said, this is the 
highest priority of the government now. She again instructed to take necessary steps in this 
regard. 
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53. What we need to do  
i. Give attention on extra deaths                                                                Annex: 53 (i) 

কেরানাকােল বাড়িত মতুৃ র িহসাব িনেয় ভাবনু 
The Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics has released the data of a survey. The information that 
came up in the survey is horrible. However, there are no signs that anyone is bothering too 
much about it. Analyzing the results of the survey, it is assumed that the number of deaths last 
year has increased as compared to the total number of deaths in the previous year. 
 
 

ii. Vaccine war                                                                                                Annex: 53(ii) 
Vaccines, access and intellectual property wars 
The COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access Facility, or COVAX, scheme, supposedly a leveling 
measure in ensuring global equitable and cheap access to vaccines, risks looking like a 
rhetorical bauble.  . 
 

iii. No side effects                                                                                              Annex: 53(iii) 
এ স ােহর সা াৎকার 
অ া ােজেনকা িটকার পা িতি য়া নই বলেলই চেল 
The Corona vaccine 'Covishield', invented by the University of Oxford in the United Kingdom 
and the Swedish-British pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca, has recently raised questions. In 
this context, the director of the pathology department of AstraZeneca and public health expert 
Dr. Farhad Ali Khan spoke about the vaccine from Sweden  

 
iv. Follow health safety rules                                                                     Annex: 53(iv) 

িবেশষ সা াৎকার: সমীর মার সাহা 
দইু কার মাঝখােনর সমেয় সাবধান থাকেত হেব 
Samir Kumar Saha is Professor and Head of the Department of Microbiology at the Bangladesh 
Institute of Child Health. He is also the Executive Director of the Child Health Research 
Foundation.He said, ‘If fatigues have come between us, it is very dangerous. We have to accept 
the sacrifice for a few more days. Be strict in adhering to hygiene rules. It is still effective in 
European countries. Vaccination is being given and lockdown is going on at the same time. 
Vaccination protects a person from the virus. At the same time, if the lockdown or hygiene is 
strictly followed, the virus will not spread’. 
 

v. Need more cares                                                                                         Annex: 53(v) 
সং মেণর ঊ গিত, সতকতাও বাড়কূ 
The drugs we produce have taken up a lot of space in the world market. So it is not difficult for 
us to produce vaccines with approval. As far as I know, the government is moving forward in 
this regard. This is good news. The efforts we have to make vaccines here need to be 
encouraged. If we can, it will be our next big step. 

 
vi. More infection, more deaths                                                                  Annex: 53(vi) 

িবেশষ সা াৎকার: মশুতাক হােসন 
সং মণ বেড় যাওয়া মােন মতুৃ  বেড় যাওয়া 
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Dr. Mushtaq Hossain, one of the consultants of the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control 
and Research (IEDCR). Earlier, he was the chief scientific officer of the medical social sciences 
department of the institute said, ‘Infection seems to have increased due to laxity in compliance 
with hygiene due to vaccination, increased social and family gatherings, and running fan AC in 
a closed room in the heat. 

 
vii. New fear, new variant                                                                            Annex: 53(vii) 

মতামত: নতুন আত  কেরানাভাইরােসর নতুন ধরন 
There is no evidence of any dangerous presence of corona in Bangladesh yet. The vaccine that 
we are getting is effective against the infected coronavirus in our country. However, Bangladesh 
needs to take necessary steps to prevent the infiltration of new species. 
 

viii. Need all out efforts                                                                         Annex: 53(viii) 
মতামত: এখনই সবা ক উেদ াগ না িনেল ভয়াবহ অব া হেব 
Professor Be-Nazir Ahmed, Former Director, Disease Control Branch, Department of Health 
said, ‘If we can identify patients, keep them in isolation during possible periods of infection, 
locate people they come in contact with, quarantine them, conduct extensive tests on them, 
restrict movement in red zone areas and keep aircraft out of the way if necessary and People 
from outside can be kept in quarantine for 14 days, Besides, by involving all individuals, 
organizations, elected representatives, civil society representatives in this corona prevention 
program, irrespective of party affiliation, a national consensus can be established and jumped, 
then only we can save our country from the terrible clutches of the corona. 
 

ix. Fate of schools and Colleges                                                                  Annex: 53(ix) 
মতামত: কেরানা তা যাে  না, ু ল-কেলজ িক ব ই থাকেব 
Due to Corona, educational institutions in Bangladesh have been closed for more than a year. 
According to UNICEF, in 13 other countries besides Bangladesh, educational institutions have 
been closed since March 2020. However, Bangladesh is the only country in South Asia where 
educational institutions have been closed for more than a year 
 

x. Reasons behind corona infection after vaccination                          Annex: 53(x) 
িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 
Recently, in our country and in different countries of the world, including Europe and America, 
it has been seen that even after taking corona vaccine, a number of people are getting infected 
with corona.Why are some people not getting vaccinated? This question is relevant and 
demands special investigation. 
 
b. Other Health related issues  
1. Community Vision Centres                                                                                   Annex: 1 

মানষু িচিকৎসা পােব না, তা হেত পাের না : ধানম ী 
The Prime Minister said this while inaugurating the activities of 'Community Vision Centres' at 
70 Upazila Health Complexes in 20 districts under five divisions. She took part in the main 
event held at the National Institute of Ophthalmology and Hospital in Agargaon through video 
conference from Ganobhaban.  
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2. Unauthorised clinics                                                                                                Annex: 2 
নড়াইেল অৈবধ ি িনেকর ছড়াছিড় 

সিূতর মতৃু  ফাদঁ 
According to the health department, there are currently 60 clinics and diagnostic centers in the district. 
Most of these licenses have not been updated. Four organizations are in the process of licensing and 9 
unlicensed. 
 
 
3. Malpractice                                                                                                                  Annex:3 

হাসপাতােলর রিজ াের লখা জীিবত, অ া েুলে  পাওয়া গেলা মতৃ 
The hospital register says 'under treatment' about a bus passenger injured in a road accident. He 
was later found in a private ambulance. However, his relatives came and found him not dead, 
but dead. 
 
4. Leaking questions                                                                                               Annex: 4 
মিডক ােলর ফাসঁ কের িবপলু স ি , মািনল ািরং মামলায় ফতার 

Abdul Latif Akand, the treasurer of Shaheed Munsur Ali Medical College, built a huge fortune 
by leaking questions in the government medical college admission tests since long.  
 
 

5. Kidney patients                                                                                                        Annex: 5 
আজ িব  িকডিন িদবস 
কেরানায় বেড়েছ িকডিন রাগীেদর জীবেনর ঝঁুিক 
মহামািরকােল া  ও িচিকৎসােসবা সং িচত হয়। ভাব পেড়েছ িকডিন রাগীেদর ওপর। 

The Corona epidemic has complicated the situation in kidney patients. A study in the country 
found that 26 percent of patients who died from corona had kidney disease. Experts say more 
care needs to be taken with people with chronic diseases. 
 

Kidney problem 
গণ া  কে  িকডিন িত াপন দড় লাখ টাকায় : ডা. জাফরু াহ চৗধরুী 
Founder and Trustee of the Gonoshasthaya Kendra Dr. Zafrullah Chowdhury said, it is not 
possible to solve the kidney problem without government cooperation. I will be able to get a 
kidney transplant at a public health center for Rs 1.5 lakh. 
 
6. Sex and Reproductive Health Education                                                           Annex: 6 

‘ যৗন ও জনন া  িশ া চাল ুহেব সব িশ া িত ােন’ 
Simultaneously, sexual reproductive health education will be introduced in all levels of the 
country (general, technical and madrasa) educational institutions, said the Minister of 
Education. Dipu Moni. She made the remarks at a webinar on Reproductive Health for 
Adolescents organized by the Foundation for People on the occasion of International Women's 
Day 8 March. 
 
7. Wrong treatment                                                                                                      Annex: 7 

ভলু িচিকৎসায় গহৃবধরূ মতৃু র অিভেযাগ: ই িচিকৎসেকর িব ে  মামলা 
A housewife named Swapna Rani (22) has died due to wrong treatment at a clinic in Ghoraghat 
upazila of Dinajpur. The husband of the slain housewife has filed a case against the two doctors 
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over the allegations. The husband of the slain housewife, Pintu Babu of Srichandrapur village in 
the same upazila, filed the case on Friday (5 March) morning. 
 
8. Maltreatment                                                                                                        Annex: 8 

অপিচিকৎসায় প  ুহে  রাগী 
A day laborer named Rashid of Char Bhambari village of Gunaritala union of Madarganj 
upazila has been crippled due to Kabiraj's maltreatment. When his leg was broken due to an 
accident, Kabiraj's bones became more displaced and he was groaning in bed. 
 

9. Tuberculosis                                                                                                           Annex: 9 
আজ িব  য া িদবস: য া িনয় েণ পুেরােনা সমস া থেকই যাে  

য া পুেরােনা ব ািধ। িনয় ্রণ কমসূিচর পুেরােনা সমস া দরূ হে  না। কেরানা মহামাির ঝঁুিক নতুন কের বাড়াে । 
Tuberculosis is an old disorder. The old problem of control program is not going away. Corona 
epidemic risk is increasing again. 
A review of multiple reports from the Joint Tuberculosis Monitoring Mission shows that 
tuberculosis in children is not being properly identified. Patients visiting physicians' private 
chambers are not being adequately included in the national tuberculosis control program. 
People are not getting the desired services from tuberculosis laboratories. These problems have 
been mentioned in the latest monitoring report of 2019. Earlier, the monitoring reports of 2010 
and 2016 also mentioned these problems. 
 
10. Legal proceedings                                                                                             Annex: 10 
সিূতর মতৃু : জাফ াহসহ ৫ জেনর িব ে  িতেবদন ২০ এি ল 

Gonoshasthaya city hospital and the chairman of the board of trustees of the hospital in the 
death of a maternity due to negligence. The court has fixed 20 April  for the investigation report 
of the case against 7 people including Dr. Zafrullah Chowdhury.  
 
11. Cost of Treatment                                                                                                 Annex: 11 

সরকােরর তথ : পিশ-হােড়র িচিকৎসায় বছের ব য় ৫ হাজার কা  টাকা 

জাতীয় পযােয় রাগিভি ক িচিকৎসা খরচ কাশ কেরেছ া  িবভাগ। এই তথ  পিরক না ণয়েন সহায়ক হেব। 
At the national level, the Department of Health has disclosed the cost of disease-based treatment. This 
information will be helpful in planning. 
More money is being spent on the treatment of muscle and bone diseases. The government's 
Health Economics Unit estimates that the sector spends Tk 5,000 crore a year. The government 
says women pay more for medical treatment than men. 
 

12. Suicide status                                                                                                        Annex: 12 
14,436 commit suicide in country amid COVID-19 
At least 14,436 people committed suicide in last one year of coronavirus pandemic in 
Bangladesh, said a report. Voluntary organisation Aachhol Foundation unveiled the report at 
an online event on Saturday and said that they prepared the report monitoring three national 
and 19 local newspapers between March 8, 2020 and March 7, 2021. Leader of the report 
compiling team Shaon Shahriar read out the report and said that they found 57 per cent of the 
deceased were female. Organisers believe that the real number of suicide victims was much 
higher as many incidents remained unreported in media. 
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13. Lack of capacity                                                                                                    Annex: 13 
িব ব াংেকর িতেবদন 
েয়াজনীয় পুি র অভােব দেশর ৪৬% পিরবার 

46% of households in Bangladesh do not have the capacity to meet the cost of essential 
nutritious food. However, Bangladesh is ahead of other neighboring South Asian countries in 
terms of cost-effectiveness in purchasing nutritious food. 
 

14. Patient care technologists                                                                                                 Annex: 14 

পেশ  কয়ার টকেনালিজ েদর নােসর িনব ন না দওয়ার দািব 
The students of the three institutions have demanded that the patient care technologists under 
the technical board should not be registered as nurses in any way to protect public health and 
the quality of the nursing profession.  
 
15. No proper study on Arsenic Contamination Annex: 15 

Arsenic Contamination in Water: No proper study done in years 
The government has no exact data on how many persons get infected with arsenicosis or die because of 
the silent poison every year. According to a bulletin of the World Health Organization (WHO), conducted 
in 2012, Bangladesh's arsenic contamination of water was the world's worst mass poisoning. At least 
43,000 people died because of arsenic poisoning every year in Bangladesh, the bulletin read. 
 

B. Virtual Discussion & Roundtable 
 

Virtual Discussion: Prothom Alo  
SK+F িনেবিদত ব থার সাতকাহন || পব: 
০১ || িবষ : জে ে র ব থা 
SK+F sponsored story of 
pain-Episode:1  
 Subject: Joint pain 

এে ােমি ওিসস || নারী াে  রনাটা ; 
পব - ৪০ 
Endometriosis: Reneta in 
women health: episode-40  

 

Nuvista Pharma িনেবিদত সু াে  
নারী || পব- ৬৬ 
Nuvista Pharma sponsored:  
Women in Good Health  
Episode :66 

SK+F িব মােনর ক া ার িচিকৎসা 
এখন বাংলােদেশ; পব-২২ || িবষ : 
কােলাের াল ক া ার 
SK+F World class cancer 
treatment is now in Bangladesh: 
Episode : 22  
Subject: Colorectal cancer 

িশশরু জ গত : িতেরাধ ও িতকার || 
নারী াে  রনাটা ; পব - ৩৯ 
Childbirth Defects: Prevention 
and Remedy: Reneta in Women 
Health : Episode :39 
 

িনেজর সরু া িনেজর কােছ 
Protect yourself 
 

শ : ডা. রুিবনা ই াসিমন 
Dr. Rubina Yasmin 

 
 

শ : ডা. নজুহাত চৗধরুী 
Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury 
 

Nuvista Pharma িনেবিদত সু াে  
নারী || পব- ৬৫ 
Nuvista Pharma sponsored 
Women in Good Health  

SK+F িব মােনর ক া ার িচিকৎসা 
এখন বাংলােদেশ; পব-২১ || িবষ : 
কােলাের াল ক া ার 
SK+F sponsored World class 
cancer treatment is now in 

ঝঁুিকপূণ গভাব া এবং তার সমাধান || নারী 
াে  রনাটা ; পব - ৩৮ 

Risky pregnancy and its solution:  
Reneta in Women Health : 
Episode: 38  
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Bangladesh: Episode : 21  
Subject: Colorectal cancer 

 

 
Roundtable 
Kalerkantho  
কােলর ক -কন া গালেটিবল বঠক 
নারীর া েসবায় যিু র ব বহার জ ির 
Kaler Kontha-Kanya Roundtable Meeting 
The use of technology in women's healthcare is important 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/14/1013820 
 

 
C. Publication Overview     

 
 The March 2021 started with review of government activities for addressing Corona 

Pandemic for last one year by all six newspapers, two types of reports were available, 
one has presented govt. initiatives and other presented has lapses. Reports also said that 
those lapses were unaddressed.   
 

 When infection started to rise, coverage of newspapers concentrated on rate of infection 
and number of deaths as well as treatement facilities. We saw record high infection and 
deaths compare to same time last year. Coronavirus infection has been reported in 31 
districts of the country later of this month. 

  
 As coronavirus transmission has been rising from the second week of this month, the 

demand for ICU beds in the capital's hospitals has also increased.  
 

 Like past months, Prothom Alo run virtual discussions on different health issues, 
different health experts gave guidelines and suggestions for the audience.   
 

 Lost of three persons due to Fire at ICU of DMCH, which had no emergency evacuation 
system.      
 

 The number of men among the people who came to give samples is as high as before. 
However, as there were more old people before, there is now an abundance of young 
people. Most are between the ages of 25 and 40. 
 

 Experts have expressed the fear that the corona infection will go up again in the country 
in a few days. As a result, the government has been advised to be more vigilant in this 
regard, starting from the common people. But respective authority didn’t take into 
account that issue in dure course.  

 
 According to a Prothom Alo report, ‘Experts fear that Corona may one day disappear 

from the face of the earth. Suffering for a long time, can also be in the form of seasonal 
diseases. Therefore, effective diagnosis should be sought in safe coexistence with it’. 
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 Prothom Alo identified many lapses still prevails related to treatment of Corona 

patients, that report said, ‘Although one year has passed, the government has not been 
able to set up sample testing centres (labs) in 36 districts’. 

 
 Experts say that after the vaccination, many people have a misconception that the risk of 

corona disease is reduced, so it is better not to follow the rules of hygiene. The result is a 
relaxation. Earlier, if they did not wear masks, the workers engaged in maintaining law 
and order on the roads would be fined. Now there are no such restrictions. 

 
 Corona infection may increase in the country in winter, but it did not happen. Rather it 

was steadily declining. After the winter is over, the infection is on the rise again as soon 
as the heat returns. In a month, mass vaccination is also going on. Experts are urging to 
find out the reason why the corona infection is increasing again. 
 

 Dhaka Tribune published a report on women life during Corona. According to that 
report, ‘The condition of unemployed women during the corona period is miserable. 
During this time, social problems like child marriage have spread, violence against 
women has not stopped and women's health is being neglected’ 
 

 Virologist Professor Nazrul Islam also said in a report of Bangla Tribune, ‘the media has 
played an important role in dealing with Corona. Due to the vocal role of the media, the 
general public has become aware and has been forced to make the right decisions at the 
policy-making level. That has filled many gaps’. 

 
 Professor Mohammad Shahidullah, President of the National Technical Advisory 

Committee on Covid-19 said, ‘Initially, due to the management of the hospital, there was 
no direction on where the corona patients would be admitted. But when we realized that 
covid-non-covid services should be introduced in all hospitals, patients started getting 
services from then on.  
 

 Registration for vaccination is also declining. Civil surgeons and health department 
officials in six districts say there are still some negative perceptions among people about 
corona vaccination. Many of those who were interested in vaccination have already 
registered and been vaccinated. Marginalized people are less likely to register for the 
vaccine. Need initiative for easy access to vaccination.    
 

 Telemedicine was established as the most trusted place of the people during the Corona 
infection.  
 

 Health Minister Zahid Maleque siad, ‘There have been inherent weaknesses in the 
healthcare facilities for a long time. That's why some crises arose at the initial stages. But 
we found out the loopholes quickly and acted promptly to resolve the issues’. 
 

 Schools, colleges, and madrassahs across Bangladesh will reopen after the Eid-ul-Fitr 
vacations on 23 May while universities will resume normal activities on 25 May.  
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  Incepta Pharmaceutical has a capacity to produce  vaccine in Bangladesh   

 
 A gazette notification gave a set of 18 directives also discouraging social functions 

including wedding and birthday ceremonies. The government imposed the restrictions 
on the day when Bangladesh experienced the highest ever COVID-19 daily infections, 
5,181, since the first reported positive cases on 8 March 2020. 
 

 The pandemic has affected the tuberculosis situation in the country. More than 77,000 
tuberculosis patients were not identified last year due to corona. 
 

 New strains of coronavirus have been found in more than one person in the country 
 

 The health ministry has instructed five more government hospitals to re-prepare as the 
number of corona patients continues to rise at an alarming rate. Besides, Sheikh Hasina 
Burn and Plastic Surgery Institute has been dedicated to corona treatment.  
 

 None of the seven full-time doctors in the prison are cardiologists or neurologists. 
Prisoners often suffer from heart disease and stroke. There is no psychiatrist. At present 
there are 22 mental patients in Dhaka Central Jail alone. The prison administration is 
also taking initiative to vaccinate the prisoners.  
 

 According to the Refugee and Migratory Movements Research Unit (RAMRU), women 
workers remitted more money during the Covid-19. They sent 69 percent, men sent 30 
percent. 
 

 The impact of Covid has reduced the income of working people. Many have lost their 
jobs. A large part of the working people was forced to return to their villages during the 
general holidays 
 

 BGMEA, BKMEA, and BTMA want an additional loan incentive of Tk 5,000 crore to pay 
Eid bonuses and salaries and allowances to the workers for the next two Eids. 
 

 The Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics has released the data of a survey. The information 
that came up in the survey is horrible. However, there are no signs that anyone is 
bothering too much about it. Analyzing the results of the survey, it is assumed that the 
number of deaths last year has increased as compared to the total number of deaths in 
the previous year. 
 

 The Corona epidemic has complicated the situation in kidney patients. A study in the 
country found that 26 percent of patients who died from corona had kidney disease. 
Experts say more care needs to be taken with people with chronic diseases. 
 

 More money is being spent on the treatment of muscle and bone diseases. The 
government's Health Economics Unit estimates that the sector spends Tk 5,000 crore a 
year. The government says women pay more for medical treatment than men. 
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 46% of households in Bangladesh do not have the capacity to meet the cost of essential 

nutritious food. However, Bangladesh is ahead of other neighboring South Asian 
countries in terms of cost-effectiveness in purchasing nutritious food. 
 

 A review of multiple reports from the Joint Tuberculosis Monitoring Mission shows that 
tuberculosis in children is not being properly identified. Patients visiting physicians' 
private chambers are not being adequately included in the national tuberculosis control 
program. People are not getting the desired services from tuberculosis laboratories.  
 

 The government has no exact data on how many persons get infected with arsenicosis or 
die because of the silent poison every year. According to a bulletin of the World Health 
Organization (WHO), conducted in 2012, Bangladesh's arsenic contamination of water 
was the world's worst mass poisoning. At least 43,000 people died because of arsenic 
poisoning every year in Bangladesh, the bulletin read. 
 

 Regular Periodical publish on Health Issues of Daily Star is ‘Health’, issues covered by 
this publication are The origins of COVID-19, Seminar held on DPP-4 inhibitors and 
COVID-19 related outcomes among patients with T2D, Even in polluted areas, regular 
physical activity is an effective strategy to prevent diabetes, Zinc: The magic mineral, 5 
fruits and vegetables a day may be optimal in terms of survival, The dangerous new 
variant of Coronavirus, Devastatingly pervasive: 1 in 3 women globally experience 
violence, Should you take vaccine if you are COVID-19 affected?, Colorectal cancer 
screening is suggested for persons aged 45–49 years, Surgery should be delayed for at 
least seven weeks following a COVID-19 diagnosis, Colorectal cancer: Mass awareness is   
the key, Amyloid-targeted treatment seems to slow progression of Alzheimer’s Vitamin 
D deficiency during COVID-19: a paediatric perspective, New statistical model predicts 
which cities could become “super-spreaders”, COVID-19 vaccines: AstraZeneca issued 
statement on blood clots, World TB Day 2021: The clock is ticking, COVID-19 reinfection 
uncommon, but older adults seem at higher risk, Lead poisoning and stunting in 
Bangladesh: a missing link, Very low risk of getting COVID-19 from food and packaging 
and  Mental health aftermath of COVID-19: long-hauler depression? 
 

 Prothom Alo has a weekly publication on health issues, ‘Pro-Shasto’. This publication 
covered issues are Oral cancer:  be careful when you see signs, You can learn: If blood 
clots in the veins, Your question, doctor's advice, Frequent heavy heart palpitation, what 
is the solution?, Save the Children special article: Now is the time to fight pneumonia, At 
this time the baby is at risk of breathing problems, Health Query: When I see blood, I 
become unconscious, what should I do?, Stay healthy even with kidney disease, Advice: 
To keep the kidneys well, How to prevent glaucoma blindness, Health Query: How do I 
know if the kidneys are good?, How to reduce fat, belly, What can happen if you get 
vaccinated.  
 

 A Q & A section was in ‘Pro-Shasto’for presenting experts’ answers of queries of 
readers. Other newspapers also did same presentation in a limited scale.  
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 Dakatar Bari -a periodical publication of Samakal on health issues covered in March 
2021 issues are Mental illness Schizophrenia, Silent killer glaucoma of the eye, Stay away from 
allergic asthma, Pain in old age, Sudden toothache, Not extra tea, Lemon has many benefits , 
Kidney disease from diabetes, What kidney patients eat, Annoying eczema, Newborn bath, 
Forgetting everything, Replacement of fallen teeth, Caution in the use of antibiotics, There is no 
alternative to walking, Coconut water disease resistance, How to understand the child's ears are 
ripe, Vomiting while traveling, Annoying dandruff, Down syndrome, Risk of cancer at all ages, 
To overcome anemia, Healthy body healthy mind, If food poisoning, Dental care for children and 
What to eat to prevent corona.  
 

 Daktar Achen is a periodical publication of Kalerkantho on Health issues, covered issues 
are Kidney disease prevention should be aware from childhood, The child's main three kidney 
diseases, Helpful food, Be aware: More symptoms of kidney disease, Controlling high blood 
pressure without medication, Pregnancy during corona, Modern treatment of black spots on the 
eyesApple cider vinegar to eliminate bad breath, Teeth and mouth care in Corona, Does Corona 
vaccine create blood clots?, Food to protect teeth and gums, Get rid of migraines, If the baby has 
abdominal pain, Skin care this summer, Liver-friendly foods and Use the stairs, stay fit 
 
 

 Many opinions have been published in March a list opinion leaders are as follows:  
 Abdul Qayyum, Editor of the monthly magazine Science Magazine   
 Nafisa Nowshin, Computer Science Graduate from Shahjalal University of Science 

and Technology 
 Dr. Mamun Al Mahtab Swapnil, Chairman, Department of Liver, Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujib Medical University and Member Secretary, Sampriti Bangladesh 
 Dr. Sheikh Mohammad Fazle Akbar, Researcher, Ehime University, Japan 
 Professor Dr. Khan Abul Kalam Azad: Medical expert and former principal of Dhaka 

Medical College 
 Binoy Kampmark . Commonwealth scholar at Selwyn College, Cambridge and 

lecture at RMIT University, Melbourne 
 Kamal Ahmed: Journalist 
 Dr. Farhad Ali Khan, Public Health Expert  
 Samir Kumar Saha is Professor and Head of the Department of Microbiology at the 

Bangladesh Institute of Child Health 
 Dr. Mushtaq Hossain, IEDCR 
 Dr. Shahriar Mohammad Rosen is a public health expert and senior policy analyst 

working in Canada 
 Dr. Nazif Mahboob is a research and policy analyst at the Centre for Research, 

Innovation and Development Action in Canada 
 Professor Be-Nazir Ahmed, Former Director, Disease Control Branch, Department of 

Health 
 Dr. Syed Abdul Hamid is a Professor at the Institute of Health Economics, Dhaka 

University 
 Tashmia Sabera The writer teaches law at the Bangladesh University of Professionals 

(currently on study leave). 
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 Shamsul Bari and Ruhi Naz are Chairman and RTI Coordinator respectively of 
Research Initiatives, Bangladesh, RIB. 

 Dr Fahmida Khatun is the Executive Director at the Centre for Policy Dialogue. 
 Dr. Hasnat Shaheen, Diabetes, Thyroid and Hormone Disease Specialist Impulse 

Hospital, Tejgaon, Dhaka 
 Professor Dr. Mohammad Azizur Rahman: Chest Disease and Medicine Specialist 

 
D. Summary Observations 
 Here are the major issues of Newspapers coverage in March 2021:  
c) Health issues related to Covid 19                                                                                                                                                 

Sudden rise of infection  
The deadly coronavirus situation in the country has once again taken a terrible turn. The 
crowd of people in the sample testing centers of different districts of the country 
including Dhaka is increasing. Warm weather is working to increase the infection at this 
time. Ignoring hygiene rules and free movement is also contributing to the spread of the 
virus. 

 
One Year review of Pandemic  
Bangladesh is well and truly on the recovery trail from the deep impacts the coronavirus 
pandemic has inflicted on life and livelihood. Although one year has passed, the 
government has not been able to set up sample testing centres (labs) in 36 districts.  
 
Vaccination Management  
Bangladesh is one of the few countries in the world to get vaccinated. The World Bank is 
lending 500 million or Tk 4,250 crore to help Bangladesh vaccinate 54 million people 
against the coronavirus. Registration for vaccination is also declining 

Health Services  
Prof. Dr. Abul Bashar Khurshid Alam, Director General of the Department of Health 
(DG) commented that the country is going to be in big danger in the coming days if the 
health rules are not followed to prevent the transmission of the deadly coronavirus. 

Weakness in Health Sector  
Health Minister Zahid Maleque  said, "There have been inherent weaknesses in the 
healthcare facilities for a long time. That's why some crises arose at the initial stages. But 
we found out the loopholes quickly and acted promptly to resolve the issues. 

 
Education  
Schools, colleges, and madrassahs across Bangladesh will reopen after the Eid-ul-Fitr 
vacations on 23 May  while universities will resume normal activities on 25 May. The 
government will pay tuition fees as well as stipends to students of private educational 
institutions (schools, colleges and madrasas) at the secondary and higher secondary 
levels. The government has allocated Tk 50 crore in preparation for universities. 
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People’s perceptions                                                                                       
Van driver Khaled Hossain said, " Corona don't catch the poor like us, it will catch the 
disease of the rich. ' 

 
Business  
The impact of the coronavirus on the country has reduced the rate of loan disbursement. 
Last year's losses have not yet been overcome. Airlines in Corona have suffered losses. 
the country's transport sector was closed for 66 days during the Corona. The National 
Board of Revenue (NBR) has exempted the value added tax (including withholding of 
VAT at source) on fees for storage, marketing, transportation, distribution and 
immunization programs after the import of the Covid-19 vaccine.  

Garment Industry  
BGMEA, BKMEA and BTMA want an additional loan incentive of Tk 5,000 crore to pay 
Eid bonuses and salaries and allowances to the workers for the next two Eids 

Decreased income  
The impact of Covid has reduced the income of working people. Many have lost their 
jobs. No sign of recovery of micro and small-scale enterprises is discernible even almost 
one year after the pandemic had first struck in Bangladesh". 

d) Other Health issues  
 Kidney patients 

 The Corona epidemic has complicated the situation in kidney patients. 
                                                                                                   

 Cost of Treatment  
At the national level, the Department of Health has disclosed the cost of disease-
based treatment. More money is being spent on the treatment of muscle and bone 
diseases. 

 
 Tuberculosis    

Tuberculosis control program is not going away. Corona epidemic risk is increasing 
again.   

                                                                                               
 Arsenic Contamination 

The government has no exact data on how many persons get infected with 
arsenicosis or die because of the silent poison every year 

 
 Virtual Discussion  

Prothom Alo has been conducting different virtual discussions health issues in 
participation of expert/s in relevant field/s  
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a. List of issues related to Coronavirus                                                                                     
1. Vaccination  
i. Status of vaccination  

Over 31 lakh vaccinated for Covid-19 
8 more die, 385 infected 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/over-31-lakh-vaccinated-covid-19-2052633 
 

ii. No private hospital  
Govt won’t supply vaccine to pvt hospitals 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/govt-wont-supply-vaccine-pvt-hospitals-2053233 
 

iii. Good news 
Covax brings good news 
Bangladesh to get 1.09cr vaccines for free 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covax-brings-good-news-2054437 

 
iv. Vaccine is the hope  

ত ছড়ােনায় ি া, আশা দখাে  িটকা 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/20/1015838 

v. Chances of more infection  
সং মণ ঊ মখুী হওয়ার শ া 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/09/1012225 

vi. No risk related to vaccine  
িটকা িনেয় ঝুিঁক দখেছন না িবেশষ রা. 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/14/1013788 

vii. Uncertainty 
ি তীয় ডােজর মজদু থেক থম ডাজ 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/21/1016153 

viii. Low vaccination  
সংখ া কেমেছ কা হীতার, কম হে  িনব নও 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%96%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%
BE-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7
%80%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%93 
 

 
ix. Fund for vaccine procurement  

কা িকনেত ৫০ কা  ডলার িদে  িব ব াংক 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210389744/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-%E0%A7%AB%E0%A7%A6-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%
A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95 
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x. Increases sample testing  
বাংলােদশ: কার িনব ন কেমেছ, বেড়েছ নমনুা পরী া 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE 

xi. Why vaccination necessary  
া : কেরানার কা কন নেবন 

https://www.prothomalo.com/life/health/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B
0-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8 
 

xii. Alternative plan for vaccine procurement  
কা সময়মেতা না পেল অন  পিরক না: া ম ী 

https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8B-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A8%E0%
A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80 

xiii. Reasons behind infection after vaccination  
িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 
https://www.prothomalo.com/education/science/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%9F 

xiv. Need door-to-door registration  
Achieving the mass inoculation target 
Success depends on door-to-door registration, bridging the rural-urban gap 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/achieving-the-mass-inoculation-target-2056005 

 
xv. Foreigners’ registration begins 

Covid Inoculation: Foreigners’ registration begins on March 17 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-inoculation-foreigners-registration-begins-march-17-2056553 

 
xvi. Vaccine from India  

ভারত থেক আরও ৪ কািট ভ াকিসন আনেত চায় বাংলােদশ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/669821/%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-%E0%A7%AA-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AB%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%A1-%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6 
 

xvii. 5 Stages 
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READER SUBMISSION 

5 Stages of Getting Vaccinated 
https://www.thedailystar.net/shout/news/5-stages-getting-vaccinated-2062657 
 

xviii. Second dose of Vaccine  
ি তীয় ডােজর িটকা সরুি ত আেছ: া  অিধদফতর 
https://www.banglatribune.com/673611/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8
0%E0%A7%9F-%E0%A6%A1%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0 
 
 
 

xix. Need initiative for easy access to vaccination  
EDITORIAL: Get the Covid-19 vaccine – it’s safe 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/get-the-covid-19-vaccine-its-safe-2066933 

 
xx. Vaccine stock to get a boost 

India to give another 12 lakh shots as gift during Modi’s visit 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/vaccine-stock-get-boost-2066853 
 

xxi. UN peacekeepers 
শাি র ীেদর ৩ লাখ ডাজ কা দেব চীন 
https://www.banglatribune.com/671464/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B
F%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A7%A9-%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%96-%E0%A6%A1%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9C-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A8 
 

xxii. Vaccine sent back to Dhaka  
িটকা িনেত অনীহা, ফরত পাঠােনা হেলা িতন হাজার ডাজ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/670642/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AB%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%A1%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9C 

2. Govt. measures  
i. Increases fare of Public Transport  

কেরানাভাইরাস: কাল থেক বাসভাড়া ৬০% বাড়েব 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A7%AC%E0%A7%A6-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%B2 

ii. Half railway occupancy  
কেরানাভাইরাস: েন অেধক িকট িবি র িনেদশ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8
%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9F-
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%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6 

iii. Proposal to Ministry  
া  অিধদ র: কেরানার সং মণেরােধ অিফস-কারখানা ব , বােস যা ী অেধক করার াব 

https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE
%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A3%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7
%8B%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC 
 

iv. 14-day Quarantine 
কেরানাভাইরাস: িবেদশ থেক এেলই ১৪ িদেনর কায়ােরি ন 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6
-%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A7%A7%E0%A7%AA-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8 

 
v. Expert opinon  

মা  পের না বিশর ভাগ মানষু 
পিরণাম ভয়াবহ হেত পাের 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/editorial/2021/03/03/1010140 

 
3. Infection rate 
i. Alarming rise 

Alarming rise in COVID-19 cases in Bangladesh 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133423/alarming-rise-in-covid-19-cases-in-bangladesh 

ii. Higher infection  
৩১ জলায় কেরানার উ  সং মণ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/673833/%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%A7-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9A-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A3 

 
iii. Infection rate in Chatrogram  

Covid infection rate still 5pc in Ctg 
Residents’ reluctance in following health rules to blame; daily rate is 3pc or less nationwide, say health 
officials 
https://www.thedailystar.net/city/news/covid-infection-rate-still-5pc-ctg-2052861 
 
 

iv. Increasing infection and deaths 
Covid deaths, infections rise again 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/daily-deaths-covid-19-infections-rise-again-2057449 
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v. Health guidelines must be strictly enforced  
EDITORIAL: Number of new coronavirus cases rising 

Health guidelines must be strictly enforced without complacency 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/number-new-coronavirus-cases-rising-2058961 
 

vi. Vicious virus  
The vicious virus is still at work 
https://www.thedailystar.net/letters/news/the-vicious-virus-still-work-2064493 
 
 

vii. 9-month high 
New Covid-19 cases jump to 9-month high 
3,554 cases detected in 24 hours 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/new-cases-jump-9-month-high-2065633 
 

viii. Slow response 
Infections gallop amid slow response 
Experts yet again urge govt to act fast 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/infections-gallop-amid-slow-response-2066225 
 

ix. Jump 85pc in a week  
Covid cases jump 85pc in a week, deaths 42pc 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-cases-jump-85pc-week-deaths-42pc-2067773 
 

x. Worrisome 
EDITORIAL: Sharp rise in Covid-19 infections worrisome 

Govt must respond in a manner befitting the gravity of the crisis 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/sharp-rise-covid-19-infections-worrisome-2065037 
 
 

xi. Need urgent measures  
EDITORIAL: Sharp rise in Covid-19 cases 

Urgent measures needed to curb the wave 
 https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/sharp-rise-covid-19-cases-2068365 
 

xii. Infection in Bangladeshi sailors  
জাপােন ৯ বাংলােদিশ নািবেকর কেরানা শনা  
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7
%87-%E0%A7%AF-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A
6%BF-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4 
 

xiii. Infected Metro rail employees  
মে ােরল কে  এখন পয  ৩৪৩ জন কেরানায় আ া  
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0
%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%AA%E0%A7%A9-%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8-
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%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4 
 

xiv. Infection after vaccination  
ভরব: কা নওয়ার পর ১২ জেনর কেরানা শনা , একজেনর মতুৃ  

https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A7%A7%E0%A7%A8-%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81 
 

4. Testing  
i. Youth are more  

নমনুা পরী া বাড়েছ, লাইেন ত ণরাই বিশ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/672397/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A3%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF 

 
ii. Anti body test  

বসরকািরভােব অ াি বিড টে র অনেুমাদন িদেত পদে প হেণর িনেদশ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/673916/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B
E%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A
6%AC%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87 

 
iii. Experts on Antibody Test  

COVID-19 antibody test must for serosurveillance studies 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132043/covid-19-antibody-test-must-for-serosurveillance-studies 
 

5. Reasons behind increasing infection  
i. Reasons  

কেরানা বাড়েছ কন? 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE
-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8 

 
ii. Three reasons  

কেরানাভাইরাস: করানার সং মণ িতন কারেণ ঊ মখুী 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE
%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A3-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%8A%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A
6%96%E0%A7%80 
 

iii. Violation of health rules  
বাংলােদশ: অবেহলা, উদাসীনতায় কেরানা পিরি িতর অবনিত 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%
BE-
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%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
7%9F-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%
A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF 
 

6. Pandemic Response 
Pandemic Response: Hasina among 3 phenomenal PMs 
Says Commonwealth secretary general 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/3-pms-phenomenal-pandemic-2056049 
 

7. ICU 
i. Demand rising  

ICU demand keeps rising 
Infection rate still over 10pc; WB gives $500m loan for vaccination 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/icu-demand-keeps-rising-2063513 
 

ii. Crisis and Business  
ঢাকার হাসপাতােল আইিসইউ 
সরকািরেত সংকট, াইেভেট বািণজ  
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/11/1012906 

iii. Status  
১০িট সরকাির হাসপাতােল মা  ৩৬িট আইিসইউ বড খািল 
https://www.banglatribune.com/671382/%E0%A7%AD%E0%A7%A6-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B6-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%89-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A1%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80-%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%A6-%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B6 

8. Fire in ICU  
i. 3 patients die after ICU fire 

https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/3-patients-die-after-icu-fire-2062353 

 

ii. Fire at ICU of DMCH: It had no emergency evacuation system 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/fire-icu-dmch-it-had-no-emergency-evacuation-system-2063533 
 

iii. EDITORIAL: Fire at DMCH: Could the tragedy have been avoided? 
Hospitals must stringently take all fire safety precautions 
 https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/fire-dmch-could-the-tragedy-have-been-avoided-2062325 

iv. EDITORIAL: Deaths in DMCH ICU fire 
Expose abject lack of preparedness and training 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/deaths-dmch-icu-fire-2064501 
 

9. Weaknesses in Health sector  
Pandemic exposed inherent weaknesses: health minister 
Claims govt was quick to react 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/pandemic-exposed-inherent-weaknesses-2057373\ 
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10. Experts Predictions  
i. Covid-19 cases may rise in summer, experts predict 

https://www.thedailystar.net/city/news/covid-19-cases-may-rise-summer-experts-predict-2057233 
 

ii. Fears of a fresh surge 
Coronavirus Contagion: Fears of a fresh surge growing 
Experts urge strict enforcement of health guidelines 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-19-contagion-fears-fresh-surge-growing-2058389 
 

iii. Containing Fresh Covid Surge: Govt to ramp up measures 
Enforce health safety guidelines strictly, introduce mobile court against violators 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/containing-fresh-covid-surge-govt-ramp-measures-2060517 
 

11. Education  
i. Schools will reopen 

EDITORIAL: Schools will reopen at last! 

Health guidelines must be enforced and facilitated 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/schools-will-reopen-last-2052713 
 

ii. Students of class VI to IX 
পরী া: মাধ িমেক আবার অ াসাইনেম  কায ম শরু,ু পরী া-বািড়র কাজ নয় 
https://www.prothomalo.com/education/examination/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A
6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6
%AE-%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%9F 
 

iii. Compensation for universities  
হল খালার িতেত িব িবদ ালয়গুেলা পােব ৫০ কা  টাকা 
https://www.prothomalo.com/education/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%96%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A4%E0%A
6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A6%E0%
A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-%E0%A7%AB%E0%A7%A6-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE 

iv. Health Directorate  
িশ া িত ান–পরী া ব  রাখার পে  া  অিধদ র 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%
BE%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A0%E0
%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0 
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v. Demand for separate apps  
কার জন  িনব ন: িশ াথ েদর জন  আলাদা অ াপ চায় ইউিজিস 

https://www.prothomalo.com/education/higher-
education/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8
D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AA-%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF 

 
vi. Private university students  

Private university students’ fate swinging like a pendulum 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133238/private-university-students-fate-swinging-like-a-pendulum 

vii. Reopening schedule  
REOPENING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
Schools, colleges, madrassahs to reopen on May 23 
Universities to reopen on May 25 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133731/schools-colleges-madrassahs-to-reopen-on-may-23 
 

viii. Vaccination  
১৭ ম’র মেধ  ১ লাখ ৩০ হাজার আবািসক িশ াথীেক িটকা দওয়া হেব 
https://www.banglatribune.com/670423/%E0%A7%A7%E0%A7%AD-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E2%80%99%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A7%A7-
%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%96-%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%A6-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A
6%A5%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87 

 
ix. Tution fees 

িশ াথীেদর িটউশন িফ দেব সরকার, আেবদেনর িনেদশ 
https://banglatribune.com/670320/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE%E0
%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6 
 

12. Women  
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 
Achieving an equal future for women in a Covid-19 world 
https://www.thedailystar.net/opinion/macro-mirror/news/achieving-equal-future-women-covid-19-world-2056525 

 
13. Child marriage 

Child marriages increased drastically during lockdown 
Govt must conduct national survey and take steps to stop the trend 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/child-marriages-increased-drastically-during-lockdown-2059505 
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14. Vaccine Production in Bangladesh  
Zahid Maleque visits plant of INCEPTA Vaccines Ltd 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/zahid-maleque-visits-plant-incepta-vaccines-ltd-2063537 

15. Air Pollution in Hospitals  
Air Inside Dhaka Public Hospitals: Pollutants 10 times the limit in winter 
 https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/air-inside-dhaka-public-hospitals-pollutants-10-times-the-limit-winter-2063025 

16. Covid-19 Virus mutations 
Covid-19 Virus In Bangladesh: Researchers find 34 unique mutations 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-19-virus-bangladesh-researchers-find-34-unique-mutations-2064521 
 

 
17. Health Services  
i. Increase hospital beds  

Govt moves to raise number of hospital beds 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/govt-moves-raise-number-hospital-beds-2069181 
 

ii. More ICU  
নতনু আ া েদর বিশরভােগরই আইিসইউ লাগেছ: া  মহাপিরচালক 
https://www.banglatribune.com/671177/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6
%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%97%E0%A
7%87%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%87-%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%89-
%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87 
 
 

iii. Availability of oxygen  
Only 2 oxygen cylinders at emergency 
Mugda struggles to deal with deluge of Covid patients 
 https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/only-2-oxygen-cylinders-emergency-2069169 
 

iv. Sudden patients Pressure  
ঢাকা: হাসপাতােল হঠাৎ রাগীর চাপ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6
%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%A0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%8E-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AA 

 
v. Asked to be ready 

Hospitals asked to be ready as COVID-19 infections surge 
Cases 73-day, test positivity rate 63-day high 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132754/hospitals-asked-to-be-ready-as-covid-19-infections-surge 
 

vi. Struggles to manage hospital beds 
Bangladesh struggles to manage hospital beds as cases surge 
Govt ICUs almost full, 5 more hospitals asked to be ready 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133532/bangladesh-struggles-to-manage-hospital-beds-as-cases-surge 
 

vii. Response delayed, and it lacks clarity 
Experts say about govt’s 18-point directive on containing Covid surge 
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Experts say the 18-point directive that the government issued on Monday to curb the rapid surge in 
Covid cases is not only a delayed response but it also lacks clarity. 
 https://www.thedailystar.net/coronavirus-deadly-new-threat/news/govts-directives-containing-covid-surge-response-delayed-and-it-lacks-clarity-2069161 

18. Government officials’ foreign tours 
Government officials’ foreign tours have little impact 
Allocations for FY20, FY21 over Tk 8,000cr 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/131711/government-officials-foreign-tours-have-little-impact 

19. Government Initiatives  
Bangladesh faces COVID-19 successfully through joint efforts: PM 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/131667/bangladesh-faces-covid-19-successfully-through-joint-efforts-pm 

 
20. Corruption  
i. Bail denied 

JKG’s Sabrina denied bail in COVID-19 certificate forgery case 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132125/jkgs-sabrina-denied-bail-in-covid-19-certificate-forgery-case 

ii. DGHS driver 
DGHS driver charged with possession of illegal arms 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132416/dghs-driver-charged-with-possession-of-illegal-arms 

iii. ACC investigation  
াে র কমকতার িবপলু স দ, অনসু ােন দক 

https://www.banglatribune.com/672421/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8
D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6
%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A6-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6
%A8%E0%A7%87 
 

iv. Actions against Civil surgeon  
পটুয়াখালীর সােবক িসিভল সাজেনর িব ে  ফতাির পেরায়ানা 
https://www.banglatribune.com/672385/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC%E0%A6%B
E%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87 
 

v. Fake mask  
নকল মা  সরবরাহ: শারিমন জাহােনর িব ে  িতেবদন পছােলা 
https://www.banglatribune.com/670407/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B9-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87 
 

21. Guidelines ignored 
i. Guidelines ignored 
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Situation worsens as guidelines ignored 
Global toll rises to 26,00,802 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132265/situation-worsens-as-guidelines-ignored 

ii. Book Fair 
Amar Ekushey Book Fair 
Visitors ignoring health safety guidelines 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133541/visitors-ignoring-health-safety-guidelines 

iii. Largely ignored 
Govt health instructions largely ignored 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/134115/govt-health-instructions-largely-ignored 
 

iv. Mask use  
PM again orders mandatory mask use 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132224/pm-again-orders-mandatory-mask-use 

 
22. Post COVID-19 life 

Personal Consumption Index 
Returning to life post COVID-19 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132240/returning-to-life-post-covid-19 

23. Islamic Foundation guidelines  
Islamic Foundation says COVID vaccination will not effect fasting 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132793/islamic-foundation-says-covid-vaccination-will-not-effect-fasting 

24. Hajj pilgrims 
COVID-19 vaccination mandatory for Hajj pilgrims 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132898/covid-19-vaccination-mandatory-for-hajj-pilgrims 

25. Restrictions  
i. No Lockdown 

No lockdown right now 
Govt asks health dept to reopen Covid-dedicated hospitals, beef up screening 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/no-lockdown-right-now-2061765 

ii. Full lockdown 
DGHS wants full lockdown 
Recommends govt not open schools, hold public exams 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/dghs-wants-full-lockdown-2062689 

 
iii. Public access 

Public access to city parks, playgrounds remain restricted for years 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133201/public-access-to-city-parks-playgrounds-remain-restricted-for-years 

iv. Restrictions in Chattogram  
Chattogram district admin put restrictions on social gatherings 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133351/chattogram-district-admin-put-restrictions-on-social-gatherings 
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v. Partial Lock Down  
Bangladesh health ministry for partial lockdown in areas 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133958/bangladesh-health-ministry-for-partial-lockdown-in-areas 

vi. 18 directives 
Curbs slapped on public gathering as Bangladesh sees virus surge 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133944/curbs-slapped-on-public-gathering-as-bangladesh-sees-virus-surge 

26. Quarantine 
i. Violation  

UK returnees fined for fleeing quarantine in Sylhet 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133479/uk-returnees-fined-for-fleeing-quarantine-in-sylhet 

ii. Institutional quarantine 
হােটেল িফেরেছন কায়ােরি ন থেক উধাও ৯ বাসী 

https://www.banglatribune.com/672396/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87
-%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%93-%E0%A7%AF-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%80 

27. Children  
Children have stronger antibody response to COVID-19: study 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133483/children-have-stronger-antibody-response-to-covid-19-study 
 

28. Diabetic Patients  
ভােলা থা ন: ডায়ােব স রাগীেদর কেরানার কা 
https://www.prothomalo.com/feature/pro-
health/%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%
E0%A6%B8-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE 
 

29. Tuberculosis 
কেরানার ভাব: শনা  হয়িন ৭৭ হাজার য ােরাগী 

কেরানা মহামািরর কারেণ া েসবা ব াহত হেয়েছ। িত  হেয়েছ জাতীয় য া িনয় ণ কমসিূচ। 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%
A4-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A7%AD%E0%A7%AD-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A
7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80 
 
 

30. New strains 
i. দেশ একািধক ব ি র শরীের কেরানার নতনু ইন 

https://www.banglatribune.com/670706/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
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%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8 

ii. যু রােজ র কেরানার নতনু ইন দেশ ছড়ােনার নিজর নই 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE
%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7
%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87 

 
 

iii. দি ণ আি কার কেরানার ধরন বাংলােদেশ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%
A3-%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AB%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A
7%87 
 

iv. Covid-19 variant 
EDITORIAL: Should we worry about the new Covid-19 variant? 

Prevention is everyone’s responsibility 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/should-we-worry-about-the-new-covid-19-variant-2058333 
 
 
 

v. UK variant is here since January 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/uk-variant-here-january-2057817 
 

31. Covid Pandemic duration  
Covid Pandemic Two more years to know when it’ll be over 
Says Bangladeshi director at AstraZeneca 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-pandemic-two-more-years-know-when-itll-be-over-2059009 
 

32. Covid Drugs  
Remdesivir proves pharma strength 
Amidst the perfect storm stirred up by Covid-19, a drug used to treat a wide range of viral infections 
emerged as a silver lining for treatment seekers.  
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/remdesivir-proves-pharma-strength-2056769 
 
 

33. Side effects of vaccines  
i. িটকা িনেয়েছন ৩২ লাখ, পা িতি য়া ৭৫৪ জেনর 

https://www.banglatribune.com/669232/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%A8-%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%96-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AA%E0%
A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F
%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A7%AD%E0%A7%AB%E0%A7%AA-%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0 

 
ii. No chance of infection after vaccination  

িটকা নওয়ার কারেণ কেরানায় আ া  হওয়ার স াবনা নই: া  অিধদফতর 
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https://www.banglatribune.com/669221/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE  
 

34. Mortality status  
কেরানার সে  অন  রােগ আ া েদর মতৃু  বিশ 
 https://www.banglatribune.com/671828/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B
0-%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6
%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF 
 

35. People’s perceptions  
‘কেরানা গিরবেদর ধরেব না, ওটা বড়েলােকর অসখু’ 
https://www.banglatribune.com/672012/%E2%80%98%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE
-%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%93%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%96%E2%80%99 

 
36. Actions against violation 
i. Mobile court  

কেরানা িনয় েণ াম মাণ আদালত পিরচালনার িনেদশ া ম ীর 
https://www.banglatribune.com/671345/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%B
E-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%B0%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%AE%E0%
A6%BE%E0%A6%A3-%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%
A6%B0 

 
ii. Campaign for wearing mask  

মা  পরােত আবারও শাসেনর অিভযান  
https://www.banglatribune.com/671299/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A
6%B0-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81 
 

iii. Penalty   
া িবিধ না মানায় স মািটনগামী পযটকবাহী জাহােজ জিরমানা 

https://www.banglatribune.com/672322/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8
D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A
7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%80-
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%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
6%B9%E0%A7%80 
 

iv. Law and order Agency  
া িবিধ না মানেল কেরানাও মা করেব না: আইিজিপ 

https://www.banglatribune.com/671837/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8
D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE 
 

v. Enforcement the health rules 
১০০ িদেন সেবা  শনা , অিভযােন মাকােবলার িচ া 

া িবিধ মানােত রিববার থেক ফর মােঠ নামেছ পিুলশ 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/19/1015555 

37. Dedicated hospitals  
৫ হাসপাতালেক িতর িনেদশ, কেরানা ডিডেকেটড হেলা বান ইনি িটউট 
https://www.banglatribune.com/672567/%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A7%AB-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A0%E0%
A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A4%E0%A
6%BF%E0%A6%B0 

 
38. Health Services in Prison  

৬৮ কারাগাের ডা ার ৭ 
তদ  িতেবদন জমা, ‘মশুতােকর মতৃু  াভািবক’ 
 https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/04/1010599 

39. Vaccination in Prisons  
বি েদর িটকা দওয়ার উেদ াগ কারা শাসেনর 
https://www.banglatribune.com/669292/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%
A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A
6%B0 

 
40. Diarrhea patients  

জয়পরুহাট: ডায়িরয়া রাগীর সংখ া বাড়েছ 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/priyo-desh/2021/03/04/1010470 

41. Observations  
দেশ কেরানা সং মণ 

কী কারেণ শীেত কম গরেম বিশ পযেব েণর তািগদ 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/05/1010967 

42. What we have to do 
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কিভেডর সা িতক উে া যা ায় আমােদর করণীয় 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/sub-editorial/2021/03/22/1016419 

43. Guidelines for older or compalex patients  
সা াৎকার 
কেরানা হেল বয়  বা জিটল রাগীেদর হাসপাতাল লাগেব 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/24/1017124 

44. Genome of coronavirus 
গেবষণায় তথ  
দেশ কেরানার ৩৪ ধরন 
সবেচেয় বিশ ঢাকা চ াম চাদঁপুের 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210390121/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%AA-
%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A8 
 

45. Counterfeit products  
ব  হে  না কেরানার নকল সুর া সাম ীর কারবার 
অিভযান-মামলার পরও তারা বপেরায়া 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-last-
page/article/210390462/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0 

 
46. Migrant workers  
i. More remittance from female workers  

বােস ১০ লাখ নারী কমী 
দশায়ও টাকা পাঠান তারঁা 

https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/first-page/2021/03/09/1012220 

ii. Status of female workers returnees  
50,000 female migrants returned during pandemic 
Says Brac data 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/50000-female-migrants-returned-during-pandemic-2056041 
 
 

47. Wage earners 
i. Income Losses  

34pc wage earners yet to get back to pre-COVID income: survey 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132344/34pc-wage-earners-yet-to-get-back-to-pre-covid-income-survey 
 

ii. Decrease wages  
সােনেমর জিরপ: কেরানায় আয় কেমেছ ৬২% িমেকর 

মূলত ২০২০ সােলর মাচ-িডেস র সমেয় মবাজাের কী ভাব পড়ল, তা িনরপূেণ এই জিরপ করা হেয়েছ। 
https://www.prothomalo.com/business/economics/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E
0%A7%9F-%E0%A6%86%E0%A7%9F-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A7%AC%E0%A7%A8-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0 
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iii. People living below the line 

Pandemic pushed them below the line 
New poor created amid outbreak largely from informal urban service sector, including small 
entrepreneurs and unemployed daily-rated workers 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/pandemic-pushed-them-below-the-line-2063961 
 
 

iv. EDITORIAL: The pandemic’s new poor 
Govt recovery plans must make them a priority 
https://www.thedailystar.net/editorial/news/the-pandemics-new-poor-2064497 

 
48. Business 
i. Industrial loan disbursement 

কেরানার বছের িশ ঋণ কেমেছ ১৫ শতাংশ 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-industry-
trade/article/210391214/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%9B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%8B%E0%A6%A3-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-%E0%A7%A7%E0%A7%AB-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B6 
 

ii. Profit of Grameen Bank  
কেরানার বছেরও ভােলা মনুাফা ামীণ ব াংেকর 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-industry-
trade/article/210388678/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%9B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A3-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0 
 

iii. Seek VAT cuts 
Pre-Budget Discussion 
Service sectors seek VAT cuts to recover COVID losses 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132750/service-sectors-seek-vat-cuts-to-recover-covid-losses 

iv. Efforts for recovery  
লাকসান কািটেয় ঘেুর দাড়ঁােনার চ া 

https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/profit-loss/2021/03/07/1011470 

v. Airlines business  
কেরানায় িতর মেুখ পেড়েছ এয়ারলাইনস ব বসা 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/industry-business/2021/03/01/1009539\ 

vi. Dhaka stock market  
Dhaka stocks plunge on fresh COVID shutdown fears 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/133090/dhaka-stocks-plunge-on-fresh-covid-shutdown-fears 
 

vii. Loss of transport sector  
কেরানার ৬৬ িদেন কমন িত হেলা পিরবহেন? 
https://www.banglatribune.com/673474/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B
0-%E0%A7%AC%E0%A7%AC-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-
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%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87 

 
viii. Online VAT submission  

কেরানাকােল ৭০ শতাংশ ব বসায়ী অনলাইেন ভ াট িদেয়েছন 
https://www.banglatribune.com/672042/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9
5%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-%E0%A7%AD%E0%A7%A6-
%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B6-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9F-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8 

 
ix. Hurting exports 

Pandemic keeps hurting exports 
Shipment slips 4pc in February 
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/pandemic-keeps-hurting-exports-2054637 

 
x. VAT exemption  

ভ াট অব াহিত পেলা কেরানার িটকা 
 https://www.banglatribune.com/669597/%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9F-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE 

 
49. Garments Industry  
i. Female work force  

Ratio of female RMG workers falls to 59pc: survey 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/131607/ratio-of-female-rmg-workers-falls-to-59pc-survey 

 
ii. Stimulus Package  

আরও ৫ হাজার কািট টাকার েণাদনা চান গােম স মািলকরা 
https://banglatribune.com/669574/%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-%E0%A7%AB-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A
6%9F%E0%A6%B8 
 

50. Economy  
i. Annual Development Programme 

FY 21 ADP slashed by Tk 7,501 cr 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/131564/fy-21-adp-slashed-by-tk-7501-cr 
 

ii. Loss of economy  
গত অথবছর িনেয় অথ ম ণালেয়র িতেবদন 
কেরানায় অথনীিতর িত ৮৫ হাজার কািট টাকা 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/19/1015562 
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51. Fast-Track Projects 
Covid Fallout on Fast-Track Projects: Some coping better than others 
ADP allocation for 3 projects increase while three others see cuts 
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/covid-fallout-fast-track-projects-some-coping-better-others-2053857 

 
52. Prime Minister  

সবার জন  ভ াকিসন িনি ত করেত হেব : ধানম ী 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210386497/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87--
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A8%E0%
A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80- 

53. What we need to do  
i. Give attention on extra deaths  

কেরানাকােল বাড়িত মতুৃ র িহসাব িনেয় ভাবনু 
https://www.prothomalo.com/opinion/column/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%
A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8 

 
ii. Vaccine war  

Vaccines, access and intellectual property wars . 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132459/vaccines-access-and-intellectual-property-wars 

iii. No side effects  
এ স ােহর সা াৎকার 
অ া ােজেনকা িটকার পা িতি য়া নই বলেলই চেল 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/19/1015564 

iv. Follow health safety rules  
িবেশষ সা াৎকার: সমীর মার সাহা 
দইু কার মাঝখােনর সমেয় সাবধান থাকেত হেব 
https://www.prothomalo.com/opinion/interview/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9D%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87 
 

v. Need more cares  
সং মেণর ঊ গিত, সতকতাও বাড়কূ 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-editorial-
comments/article/210388035/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6
%A3%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%8A%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A4%E0%A
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6%BF-%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%95 

vi. More infection, more deaths  
িবেশষ সা াৎকার: মশুতাক হােসন 
সং মণ বেড় যাওয়া মােন মতুৃ  বেড় যাওয়া 
https://www.prothomalo.com/opinion/interview/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%
A6%AE%E0%A6%A3-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE 
 

vii. New fear, new variant  
মতামত: নতুন আত  কেরানাভাইরােসর নতুন ধরন 
https://www.prothomalo.com/opinion/column/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%87%E0%A
6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A8 

 
viii. Need all out efforts  

মতামত: এখনই সবা ক উেদ াগ না িনেল ভয়াবহ অব া হেব 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/coronavirus/%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%
A6%95-%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B9-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87 

 
ix. Fate of schools and Colleges  

মতামত: কেরানা তা যাে  না, ু ল-কেলজ িক ব ই থাকেব 
https://www.prothomalo.com/opinion/column/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8B-%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9C-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87 

 
x. Reseaons behind corona infection after vaccination  

িব ান: কা নওয়ার পরও কন কেরানা হয়? 
https://www.prothomalo.com/education/science/%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%93%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%93-%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%9F 

 
b. Other Health related issues  
1. Community Vision Centres 
মানষু িচিকৎসা পােব না, তা হেত পাের না : ধানম ী 
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https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-first-
page/article/210388208/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B7-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE--
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%A8%E0%
A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80 

2. Unauthorised clincs  
নড়াইেল অৈবধ ি িনেকর ছড়াছিড় 

সিূতর মতৃু  ফাদঁ 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/priyo-desh/2021/03/05/1010920 

3. Malpractice  
হাসপাতােলর রিজ াের লখা জীিবত, অ া েুলে  পাওয়া গেলা মতৃ 
 https://www.banglatribune.com/670914/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%
A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%81%E0%A
6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%87 
 
4. Leaking questions 
মিডক ােলর ফাসঁ কের িবপলু স ি , মািনল ািরং মামলায় ফতার 

https://www.banglatribune.com/672906/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8
D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%BE%E0%
A6%81%E0%A6%B8-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF 

 
 

5. Kidney patients 
আজ িব  িকডিন িদবস 
কেরানায় বেড়েছ িকডিন রাগীেদর জীবেনর ঝঁুিক 
মহামািরকােল া  ও িচিকৎসােসবা সং িচত হয়। ভাব পেড়েছ িকডিন রাগীেদর ওপর। 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%
9F-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9D%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%81%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF 
 

Kidney problem 
গণ া  কে  িকডিন িত াপন দড় লাখ টাকায় : ডা. জাফরু াহ চৗধরুী 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-
khobor/article/210388226/%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A3%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%
B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%
A6%BE%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A8-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9C-
%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%96-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F---
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%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B2%E0%A
6%BE%E0%A6%B9-%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8C%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80 
 
6. Sex and Reproductive Health Education  
‘ যৗন ও জনন া  িশ া চাল ুহেব সব িশ া িত ােন’ 
https://banglatribune.com/669976/%E2%80%98%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%8C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0
%A6%B0%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF-%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%81-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AC 

 
7. Wrong treatment  
ভলু িচিকৎসায় গহৃবধরূ মতৃু র অিভেযাগ: ই িচিকৎসেকর িব ে  মামলা 
https://www.banglatribune.com/669865/%E0%A6%AD%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6
%B0 

 
8. Maltreatment 
অপিচিকৎসায় প  ুহে  রাগী 
https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-
lokaloy/article/210388314/%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%
8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%97%E0%A7%80 
 
 

9. Tuberculosis 
আজ িব  য া িদবস: য া িনয় েণ পুেরােনা সমস া থেকই যাে  

য া পুেরােনা ব ািধ। িনয় ণ কমসূিচর পুেরােনা সমস া দরূ হে  না। কেরানা মহামাির ঝঁুিক নতুন কের বাড়াে । 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%
AE%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A
6%A3%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8B-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-
%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87 

10. Legal proceedings  
সিূতর মতৃু : জাফ াহসহ ৫ জেনর িব ে  িতেবদন ২০ এি ল 

https://www.banglatribune.com/669214/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%A
4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%83%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%81-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B2%E0%A
6%BE%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%B9-%E0%A7%AB-%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%87 

 
11. Cost of Treatment  
সরকােরর তথ : পিশ-হােড়র িচিকৎসায় বছের ব য় ৫ হাজার কা  টাকা 
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জাতীয় পযােয় রাগিভি ক িচিকৎসা খরচ কাশ কেরেছ া  িবভাগ। এই তথ  পিরক না ণয়েন সহায়ক হেব। 
At the national level, the Department of Health has disclosed the cost of disease-based treatment. This 
information will be helpful in planning. 
https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%9B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A7%AB-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE 
 

12. Suicide status  
14,436 commit suicide in country amid COVID-19 
https://www.newagebd.net/article/132701/14436-commit-suicide-in-country-amid-covid-19 

13. Lack of capacity  
িব ব াংেকর িতেবদন 
েয়াজনীয় পুি র অভােব দেশর ৪৬% পিরবার 

https://samakal.com/todays-print-edition/tp-industry-
trade/article/210389814/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A
8%E0%A7%80%E0%A7%9F-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A7%AA%E0%A7%AC-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0 

14. Patient care technologists 

পেশ  কয়ার টকেনালিজ েদর নােসর িনব ন না দওয়ার দািব 
https://banglatribune.com/670273/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0
%A6%9F-%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6
%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE 
 
15. No proper study on Arsenic Contamination 
Arsenic Contamination in Water: No proper study done in years 
https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/arsenic-contamination-water-no-proper-study-done-years-2064585 
 
Virtual Discussion & Roundtable 
SK+F িনেবিদত ব থার সাতকাহন || পব: ০১ || িবষ : জে ে র ব থা 
১৫ মাচ ২০২১, ১২: ৪২ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/skf-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%A6%E0%A7%A7-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6
%B0-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%BE 
 

এে ােমি ওিসস || নারী াে  রনাটা ; পব - ৪০ 
১২ মাচ ২০২১, ২০: ৪৩ 
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https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A1%E0%A7%8B%E0
%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%9F%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%93%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF
%E0%A6%B8-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%AA%E0%A7%A6 

Nuvista Pharma িনেবিদত সু াে  নারী || পব- ৬৬ 
১০ মাচ ২০২১, ২২: ১৫ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/nuvista-pharma-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A
6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%AC%E0%A7%AC 

SK+F িব মােনর ক া ার িচিকৎসা এখন বাংলােদেশ; পব-২২ || িবষ : কােলাের াল ক া ার 
০৯ মাচ ২০২১, ২১: ১৫ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/skf-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%
A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
6%B0-%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A
7%87-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%A8%E0%A7%A8-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
6%B0 

িশশরু জ গত : িতেরাধ ও িতকার || নারী াে  রনাটা ; পব - ৩৯ 
০৯ মাচ ২০২১, ২১: ১৩ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A7-
%E0%A6%93-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%AF-2 
 
িনেজর সরু া িনেজর কােছ 
০৮ মাচ ২০২১, ২২: ৫৯ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9C%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87 
 

শ : ডা. রুিবনা ই াসিমন 
০৮ মাচ ২০২১, ১২: ১৬ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A8
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8 

শ : ডা. নজুহাত চৗধরুী 
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০৮ মাচ ২০২১, ১২: ২১ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A8
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8C%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80 

Nuvista Pharma িনেবিদত সু াে  নারী || পব- ৬৫ 
০৭ মাচ ২০২১, ২০: ১৬ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/nuvista-pharma-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A
6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%AC%E0%A7%AB-2 

SK+F িব মােনর ক া ার িচিকৎসা এখন বাংলােদেশ; পব-২১ || িবষ : কােলাের াল ক া ার 
০৭ মাচ ২০২১, ২০: ১৪ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/bangladesh/skf-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%
A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
6%B0-%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A7%8E%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A
7%87-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%A8%E0%A7%A7-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6
%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2-
%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A
6%B0-2 

ঝঁুিকপূণ গভাব া এবং তার সমাধান || নারী াে  রনাটা ; পব - ৩৮ 
০৩ মাচ ২০২১, ২১: ২৭ 
https://www.prothomalo.com/video/%E0%A6%9D%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%81%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AA%E
0%A7%82%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A3-
%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%A5%E0%A6%BE-%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%82-%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8-
%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A7%8D%E0%
A6%AF%E0%A7%87-%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A7%A9%E0%A7%AE 

 
Roundtable 
কােলর ক -কন া গালেটিবল বঠক 
নারীর া েসবায় যিু র ব বহার জ ির 
https://www.kalerkantho.com/print-edition/last-page/2021/03/14/1013820 

 
 


